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Abstract

Will continual expansion of preferential trade agreements (PTAs) lead to global free trade? In the

presence of multilateral negotiations, are PTAs necessary for, or will they necessarily lead away from,

global free trade? This paper shows both answers depend crucially on a commitment problem faced

by PTA members. Because the commitment problem revolves around a desire to commit to not form

future PTAs, global free trade is not attained when PTA member's overcome their commitment problem.

Market size asymmetry is an important determinant of member's ability to overcome the commitment

problem. Higher levels of asymmetry generally increase member's rents and thus their ability to overcome

it. This reduces the scope for global free trade. However, there is a threshold level of asymmetry at

which the commitment problem cannot be overcome. This dramatically increases the extent to which

PTAs both lead to, and are necessary for, global free trade.

JEL: C71, F12, F13

Keywords: Bilateral trade agreements, multilateralism, free trade, networks, commitment problem,

farsighted

1 Introduction

Following the decision of the U.S. in the mid 1980's to pursue trade liberalization through preferential trade

agreements (PTAs), the number of such agreements has continued to expand at a signi�cant rate. According

to the WTO website, the WTO had been noti�ed of over 370 PTAs as of July 2010 and �the surge in [PTAs]

has continued unabated since the early 1990s�.1 This surge quickly led economists such as Bhagwati (1991,

∗Email: jlake2@jhu.edu. I would like to especially thank Pravin Krishna and M. Ali Khan for very useful guidance, advice
and discussion. I would also like to thank Kamal Saggi and Matt Jackson for useful comments and discussion.

1http://www.wto.int/english/tratop_e/region_e/region_e.htm, October 7, 2010.
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1993) to argue that PTAs are �stumbling blocs� because they create incentives which hinder the movement

towards global free trade. Other economists such as Summers (1991) and Baldwin (1996) argued PTAs

promote further liberalization and are thus �building blocs�.

Initially, the building bloc�stumbling bloc terminology came to be understood as a question of how an

exogenously given bilateral agreement (BA), which makes members myopically better o�, a�ects the incen-

tives for further multilateral liberalization. Levy (1997) shows that if the public is fairly indi�erent between

the status quo and global free trade, such a BA can hinder multilateralism if it leads to disproportionate

gains for one group. Krishna (1998) shows BA members may block global free trade due to the rent dissi-

pation incurred in moving to global free trade even though they would not have blocked this move in the

absence of BAs. In contrast, Ornelas (2005) shows the presence of tari� complementarity can mean BAs

mitigate the political incentives that prohibit global free trade and thus strengthen multilateral incentives.

In addition to these static models, models of repeated interaction which emphasize the importance of self

enforcing multilateral tari� cooperation have also been used to analyze this question � e.g. Bagwell and

Staiger (1997), Fruend (2000), Bond et. al. (2001) and Saggi (2006).

This paper contributes to a more recent strand of the literature in which the building bloc�stumbling

bloc question has come to be understood in the context of equilibrium determination of both the degree

and nature of trade liberalization (Riezman (1999), Aghion et. al. (2007), Saggi and Yildiz (2010, 2011),

Saggi et. al. (2010)). In this literature, as well as this paper, the nature of liberalization takes one of

two forms. The �rst is the most favored nation (MFN) principle of GATT Article I; any tari� reduction

a�orded to one country must be a�orded to all. The second is the �escape clause� governed by GATT

Article XXIV; reciprocal elimination of tari�s between PTA members is permitted if barriers to trade on

third party countries are not increased. Comparison of the equilibrium when both the MFN principle and

PTAs are avilable with the equilibrium when only the MFN principle is available reveals whether PTAs are

�strong building blocs�, because they are necessary to attain global free trade, or whether they are �strong

stumbling blocs�, because global free trade is only attained in their absence.2 The current paper also adopts

this comparison approach.

To investigate the strong building bloc�strong stumbling bloc question, this paper draws on network

theory to present a novel dynamic network model in which countries are farsighted. In doing so, it develops

a new equilibrium concept; a farsighted dynamic network equilibrium. The three country model is dynamic

because countries have the option to form BAs or MFN consistent agreements sequentially, at most one per

2Until now in the introduction, the precise meaning of PTAs being building blocs and stumbling blocs has been left some-
what vague. This re�ects the fact that, throughout the literature, there has been variation in the de�nition attached to this
terminology (e.g. Saggi (2006), Aghion et al. (2007) and Furusawa and Konishi (2007)). The usage of �strong stumbling bloc�
and �strong building bloc� is due to Saggi and Yildiz (2011) in recognition of this fact.
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period, and a country's overall payo� is a discounted sequence of one period payo�s based on oligopolistic

competition. In addition, countries are farsighted because they anticipate the equilibrium evolution of

the global trade network conditional upon forming and not forming a potential trade agreement under

consideration, and compare the two discounted payo�s. To determine which countries form a trade agreement

in any given period, the model employs a coalitional simultaneous move game utilizing the equilibrium

concept of Page et. al. (2005). By nesting the coalitional simultaneous move game within an overall

dynamic network framework, where this dynamic network framework is motivated by Dutta et. al. (2005),

the new equilibrium concept emerges.

The farsighted and dynamic aspects of the equilibrium concept shed new light on the strong building

bloc�strong stumbling bloc question. Because of these aspects, the importance of a commitment problem

arises. This commitment problem has not been identi�ed in the literature and relates to the desire of two

countries who have the sole BA, referred to as insiders, to commit to not form another BA. If an insider forms

the second BA, it becomes the �hub� while the other countries become �spokes�. The rents associated with

this additional preferential access imply being a hub is preferable to being an insider. However, if one insider

will become the hub, then the other insider will also want to become the hub to avoid becoming a spoke. Yet,

if the two spokes form their own BA which leads to global free trade, then, depending on the discount factor,

both insiders can be worse o�. In this situation, each insider has an incentive to commit to not become the

hub. Largely speaking, BAs lead to global free trade if and only if the two largest countries, i.e. those with

the largest market size and greatest preferential access to o�er, cannot overcome their commitment problem.

Market size asymmetry is a crucial determinant of insiders' ability to overcome their commitment problem.

A striking result is that, essentially, while increasing degrees of asymmetry increase the ability of insiders

to overcome their commitment problem through increasing the level of protected rents, there is a critical

level of asymmetry where this ability experiences a dramatic once o� drop. In turn, the extent to which

BAs lead to global free trade rises dramatically. The threshold level of asymmetry is such that, as a spoke,

the largest country will no longer form the �nal BA with the smallest country. This level of asymmetry

is important because it means the medium sized country will not hesitate in becoming the hub because it

no longer faces any consequences. This induces the largest country to become the hub which in turn leads

to global free trade. The implication is that while greater levels of asymmetry initially decrease (increase)

the extent to which BAs are strong building (stumbling) blocs, crossing this threshold level of asymmetry

provides a dramatic reversal.

Even though this intuition has said nothing about MFN agreements or the comparison of equilibria, two

insights from the model imply the commitment problem is the crucial element that drives the strong building

bloc�strong stumbling bloc issue. First, because the model allows countries to form BAs sequentially, the
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rents earned along the equilibrium path mean countries choose BAs over MFN agreements. Second, when

BAs do not exist, greater overall degrees of asymmetry merely increase the incentive for the largest country,

who has the greatest preferential access to o�er and the least to gain, to block the MFN agreement leading

to global free trade. Thus, understanding how the equilibrium when only MFN agreements exist compares

to the equilibrium when BAs also exist depends critically on the commitment problem that arises when BAs

are the only form of liberalization.

From an international trade perspective, the two papers most closely related to this paper are Aghion et.

al. (2007) and Saggi and Yildiz (2010).3 Aghion et. al. (2007) develop a model where an exogenously given

leader country dictates between sequential and multilateral liberalization and makes take it or leave it o�ers

to other countries. They show that the leader's choice, and hence the answer to whether BAs are strong

building blocs or strong stumbling blocs, depends on both the nature of coalition externalities, positive or

negative, and whether global free trade maximizes the aggregate payo�. However, while the commitment

problem is at the heart of this answer in the current paper, it is irrelevant for Aghion et. al. (2007) because

the leader dictates trade agreement formation.

While Saggi and Yildiz (2010) allow any country to propose trade agreement formation with any other

countries, their answer to the strong building bloc�strong stumbling bloc question still does not depend

on the commitment problem. This is due to their solution concept of a coalition proof Nash equilibrium

which implies countries are only �somewhat� farsighted. The commitment problem rests on the possibility,

from the perspective of a deviating insider, of the other insider subsequently forming the �nal BA. Yet, this

subsequent deviation is irrelevant for a coalition proof Nash equilibrium.4 Another di�erence with Saggi

and Yildiz (2010) is that while BAs can be strong building blocs they cannot be strong stumbling blocs

in their model, whereas BAs can be either in this paper depending on whether insiders can overcome the

commitment problem. The result of Saggi and Yildiz (2010) arises because when BAs exist in addition

to MFN agreements, the e�ects of tari� complementarity imply the net positive coalition externality for a

nonmember, and hence its outside option, is smaller than when only MFN agreements exist.

Because of its cooperative solution concept, this paper also shares similarities with other papers that have

used cooperative solution concepts to analyze the e�ects of PTAs on the global trade network. Using numeri-

cal simulations, Riezman (1999) and Melatos and Woodland (2007) employ the core solution concept. While

3Mukunoki and Tachi (2006) show the possibility of a hub�spoke network and the incentive for a subsequent spoke�spoke BA,
which leads to global free trade, increases the extent to which global free trade is attainable. However, because of the absence of
coalition formation, commitment problems do not arise in their model. Moreover, because they do not model multilateralism,
they do not analyze the strong building bloc�strong stumbling bloc issue. Finally, because their model is symmetric, they do
not describe how asymmetry a�ects the extent to which global free trade arises.

4A coalition proof Nash equilibrium rules out a strategy pro�le as an equilibrium if there is a coalitional deviation which
makes each member of the coalition better o� and no sub coalition can then deviate and make each member better o�. Because
of the restriction to sub coalitions, which is acknowledged by Bernheim et. al. (1987, p.7), the concept is �somewhat� farsighted.
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Riezman (1999) does compare the equilibrium of two games as this paper does, and both papers emphasize

the importance of endowment asymmetries on the equilibrium of the global trade network, identi�cation

of the commitment problem depends on analytical solutions. Goyal and Joshi (2006) and Furusawa and

Konishi (2007) are the �rst in the literature to use network theory. Unlike the dynamic network formation

model of this paper, they use the static network theory framework of Jackson and Wolinsky (2005) from

which emerges an emphasis on the positive role that concenssion diversion plays in allowing BAs to lead

to global free trade. However, because BAs are the only form of trade liberalization in their models, they

cannot address the strong building bloc�strong stumbling bloc issue.5

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 develops the network terminology and equilibrium

concepts. Section 3 presents the underlying trade model. Section 4 analyzes the equilibrium when BAs are

the only form of liberalization. Section 5 adds the possibility of MFN agreemnets and compares the resulting

equilibrium with that when only MFN agreements exist to explore the strong building bloc�strong stumbling

bloc question. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2 The network formation games and equilibrium concepts

2.1 Overview

Three games are considered in this paper. As discussed in the introduction, one of the games only allows

MFN agreements while another game also allows BAs. Per Saggi and Yildiz (2010), the former is called the

multilateralism game and the latter is called the bilateralism game. While comparing the equilibria of these

two games answers whether BAs are strong building blocs or strong stumbling blocs, the answer depends

crucially on the commitment problem and the intuition underlying the commitment problem is easily brought

when allowing BAs are the only form of liberalization. The game when only BAs are allowed is called the

pure bilateralism game. Each of the three games is a farsighted dynamic in�nite horizon game played between

three countries, N = {s,m, l}. Figure 1 (see Appendix C) depicts the set of possible networks in these games

and the subscripts that are used later when referring to speci�c network positions. An edge between two

countries, generically labelled i, j and k, indicates they have a trade agreement while absence of an edge

indicates absence of an agreement. Several useful features of the model are worth noting.

The �rst feature is that the status quo remains forever once either global free trade is reached or no BA

forms in a given period, which this happens in at most three periods because there are only three possible

5Concession diversion describes the fact that the value of preferential access in a partner member's market falls as the partner
member enters more BAs. This term is due to Ethier (2004) who argues it undermines further liberalization. In contrast, Goyal
and Joshi (2006) and Furusawa and Konishi (2007) exploit the fact that concession diversion lowers the cost of preferential
access for the member entering additional BAs.
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BAs. This follows from assuming that BAs are binding (to be discussed below), and the implication of the

model that it is not optimal to delay formation of a trade agreement by �waiting�. Because of this status

quo property, analytical tractability of the model is maintained.

The second feature is that the model is not sensitive to an assumption regarding the order in which

countries are allowed to form BAs. While this is a typical problem of sequential move games, the model

can essentially be seen as one that takes the Dutta et. al. (2005) dynamic network formation game and

embeds a coalitional simultaneous move game in each period to endogenize the order of negotiation.6 The

speci�c simultaneous move equilibrium concept used is the Page et. al. (2005) notion of a consistent set.

In this concept, all feasible coalitional deviations from a network in the consistent set are deterred because

they lead to a stable network in which the coalition is worse o�. Deterrence can arise for two reasons. First,

the initial coalitional deviation leads to a network in the consistent set in which the coalition is worse o�.

Second, a subsequent sequence of coalitional deviations leads to a network in the consistent set in which

the initial deviating coalition is worse o�. It should be pointed out that, despite relating to a simultaneous

move framework, the notion of a consistent set also embodies farsightedness. Thus, in addition to the

farsightedness associated with the dynamic dimension of the game, the equilibrium concept built here also

embodies farsightedness its simultaneous dimensions.

However, the degree of farsightedness used in the model does not come without a trade o�. Along the

simultaneous dimension, as will be seen later, a consistent set is a weak equilibrium concept. It can be a

nonsingleton set due to the relative ease in which deviations can be deterred. Along the dynamic dimension,

farsightedness can easily lead to cycles of BA formation which are not observed in reality. The problem

of cycles will be assumed away by assuming trade agreements are binding. As noted by Ornelas (2008),

the assumption of binding agreements is a common implicit or explicit assumption in the literature that is

also consistent with history.7 A simple justi�cation for this assumption is the existence of su�ciently large

unmodelled costs of severance. As discussed by Baldwin (2008), tari�s are merely one element of the large

and varied set of retaliation instruments, and the costs of severing BAs can far exceed that of lost exports.8

6The equilibrium concept used by Dutta et. al. (2005) is called an equilibrium process of network formation (EPNF). On
one hand, an FDNE is more restrictive than an EPNF. While agreements are assumed to be binding in the FDNE, an EPNF
allows each player in the randomly chosen �active pair� of a given period to sever any agreements it may have. Nevertheless,
an EPNF does not allow players other than the active pair to sever existing agreements, which would be essential in the BA
context if agreements were nonbinding. Moreover, owing to theoretical di�culties, Dutta et. al. (2005) assume that, other
than the unilateral act of severing the agreement with the other member of the active pair, countries cannot condition upon
unilateral acts.

7For example, it is an implicit assumption of Aghion et. al. (2007). There, the minimum transfer the leader country needs
to o�er the �rst follower country is the amount that leaves the follower country indi�erent between the status quo and forming
the BA. This is despite the fact that the follower may be subject to negative externalities when the leader subsequently forms
a BA with the other follower and thus would want to sever its BA with the leader country.

8Retaliation instruments include the whole host of nontari� barriers to trade as well as development aid, military aid and
political support in various international political issues. A breakdown in international cooperation could imply costs in the
form of less progress in issues such as climate change, human rights, money laundering or illegal drugs. Further, as pointed
out to me by Kamal Saggi, trade agreements often induce signi�cant irreversible investment in physical capital on behalf of
domestic �rms, which would be severely devalued upon severance of the trade agreement.
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Baldwin (2008, p.30) goes as far as to say �there is little to gain from explicitly modeling the threats since

the most important forms of retaliation are entirely outside the model�.

The third feature is that backward induction can be used to solve for the equilibrium. Practically, the

equilibrium can be solved as follows. First, consider each hub�spoke network and solve for the simultaneous

move equilibrium given global free trade will remain forever if reached. Second, move backward and consider

each insider�outsider network. Now, solve for the simultaneous move equilibrium given how the network

will evolve from each hub�spoke network. Third, move backward and consider the status quo network in

which no agreements exist. Now, solve for the simultaneous move equilibrium given how the network will

evolve from each insider�outsider network. The farsighted dynamic network equilibrium (FDNE) is then the

sequence of networks on the equilibrium path. Essentially, there is no coalition who can feasibly alter the

evolution of the network either on or o� the equilibrium path and be better o�.

After some basic terminology and notation in Section 2.2, Section 2.3 formally introduces the new dynamic

network equilibrium concept of an FDNE.

2.2 Basic network terminology and notation

As argued by Jackson (2005, p.26�27), it is often easier in network and coalitional settings to completely

dispense with strategies and focus directly on network stability. This is the approach adopted in this paper.9

The terminology used closely follows Jackson (2008, especially pp. 376, 396�397) and, where relevant, Page

et. al. (2005).

The �nite set of nodes, or players, is N = {1, 2, ..., n}. The game is an in�nite horizon game with periods

denoted by t = 0, 1, 2, .... When nodes i and j are connected, there is a link between players i and j which

is denoted by ` = ij. In this paper, a link represents a trade agreement. A �nite set of links is a network,

g = (`, `′, `′′, ...). Assume that links formed in previous periods cannot be severed and, at most, one link can

form per period. Thus, the network in existence at the end of period t is gt = (`1, `2, ..., `t) where `s is the

link formed in period s. The complete network, gc, is the network in which all possible links have formed.

The set of possible networks is then G, where G = {g | g ⊆ gc}. A dynamic path is an in�nite sequence of

networks {g, g′, g′′, ...} with the set of possible dynamic paths being P.

When link ` is added to network g, let the shorthand notation be that g′ = g + `. Given g exists at

the end of the previous period, the set of possible networks that can be formed in the current period is

given by the correspondence T (g) = {g′ | g′ = g + l, l /∈ g or ` = ∅} where T : G → G. Coalitions �act� by

9Goyal and Joshi (2006) and Furusawa and Konishi (2007) also adopt a network stability rather than strategy based approach.
Moreover, even though Saggi and Yildiz (2010, p.29) use a strategy based equilibrium approach they nevertheless state �it proves
convenient to refer directly to regime [network] changes rather than changes in announcements [strategies]�. It is a trivial matter
to reformulate and represent the FDNE in terms of strategies. However, the coalitional aspects of the framework make working
with strategies more cumbersome.
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making proposals and counter proposals from the set T (g). To this end, T (g) = g′ is a g�proposal where

T : G → T (g). Given g is in existence at the end of the previous period, a g�proposal selects a network g′

as the proposed network to be in place at the end of the current period. This selection comes from the set

T (g). It is important to note that, by construction, g�proposals di�er only in terms of the proposed link for

the current period. Thus, the assumption that previously formed links cannot be severed is implicit in the

de�nition of a g�proposal.10

Letting T̂ (g) = ĝ′ and T (g) = g′ be distinct g�proposals, De�nition 2.1 now describes the feasibility of

g�proposals.

De�nition 2.1. The g�proposal T̂ (g) = ĝ′ is obtainable from T (g) = g′ by a coalition S if for ` = ij:

i) ` ∈ g′ and ` /∈ ĝ′ implies i ∈ S or j ∈ S

ii) ` ∈ ĝ′ and ` /∈ g′ implies i ∈ S and j ∈ S

The interpretation of De�nition 2.1 is straightforward. Part i) captures the aspect that link severance is

a unilateral action; the link being removed from the g�proposal can be removed by either player in the link.

Moreover, it can only be removed by such a player. It is important to stress that the link being severed here

is not one that was previously formed; it is the proposed link to be formed in the current period. Severance

and formation of this particular link is the essence of coalitions undertaking proposals and counter proposals.

Part ii) captures the aspect that link formation is a bilateral action; the link being added to the g�proposal

requires the consent of each player in the link.

When considering a coalitional deviation, the deviating coalition needs to know the sequence of networks

that will follow whether the deviation occurs or not. To this end, let M = ∪
g∈G

T (g) be a proposal map and

the set of proposal maps be M. Given any arbitrary network g that is in place at the end of the previous

period, the proposal map speci�es the proposed network that will be in place at the end of the current

period. The proposal map is a crucial object. With it, the evolution of the network from the current period

onwards can be traced out. Formally, given a proposal map M and a network g, P (M, g) = {g′, g′′, ...} is

the dynamic path which results from the current period onwards where P :M×G → P.

Knowing the dynamic path from the current period onwards allows players, and coalitions, to com-

pare continuation payo�s across various dynamic paths. Before de�ning the colaitional preference re-

lation, individual payo�s are de�ned. Given g, let the one period payo� to player i be πi (g) where

π : G → IR. For the continuation payo�, it is useful to make the time notation explicit. Then, the contin-

uation payo� player i receives from period t onwards given the dynamic path P (M, gt−1) = {gt, gt−1, ...}

is Πi ({gt, gt−1, ...}) =
∑∞
s=t β

s−tπi (gs) where Π : P → IR. For purposes of comparing dynamic paths,

10Formally, this can be seen because T (g) ∈ T (g) and, by construction, g ⊆ g′ for all g′ ∈ T (g).
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when the g�proposal T̂ (g) replaces the g�proposal T (g) in the proposal map M , the new proposal map is

denoted by M̂ . Then, for a coalition S ⊆ N , let �S be a relation on P ×P where P
(
M̂, g

)
�S P (M, g) i�

Πi

(
P
(
M̂, g

))
> Πi (P (M, g)) for all i ∈ S. That is, a coalition prefers the dynamic path P

(
M̂, g

)
over

the dynamic path P (M, g) if and only if P
(
M̂, g

)
is associated with a higher continuation payo� for each

player in the coalition.

2.3 Equilibrium concepts

2.3.1 The pure bilateralism game � �sequential link� equilibrium

In this subsection, the farsighted dynamic network equilibrium (FDNE) is developed for the case where

previously formed links cannot be severed and, at most, one link forms per period. This corresponds to

the pure bilateralism game. The extensions necessary to account for MFN agreements are dealt with in

the following subsection. De�nitions 2.2 and 2.3 place coalitional actions in the context of the coalitional

simultaneous move game. De�nitions 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 embed the coalitional simultaneous move game in the

dynamic framework.

Because players are farsighted, even in the simultaneous dimension, a coalition considers the sequence

of subsequent deviations that its own coalitional deviation will induce. That is, it considers the sequence

of counter proposals that its own counter proposal will induce in the given simultaneous move coalitional

game. To this end, De�nition 2.2 follows where the subscripts merely index elements of the sequence.

De�nition 2.2. T0 (g) , T1 (g) , ..., TK (g) is a simultaneous farsighted improving path if for each k = 1, ...,K,

the g�proposal Tk (g) is obtainable from Tk−1 (g) by a coalition Sk ⊆ N such that P (MK , g) �Sk
P (Mk−1, g).

A simultaneous farsighted improving path is aK�sequence of obtainable coalitional deviations where each

coalitional deviation is undertaken because, at the moment of the coalitional deviation, the �nal network in

the sequence has a higher continuation payo� than the status quo for each member of the coalition. The

equilibrium concept for the coalitional simultaneous move game is then as follows.

De�nition 2.3. Given a proposal mapM , a set of g�proposals is a consistent set, C (g), if for each g�proposal

T (g) ∈ C (g) and for each T0 (g) obtainable from T (g) by a coalition S, either

i) T0 (g) ∈ C (g) and P (M0, g) �S P (M, g) or

ii) there is a simultaneous farsighted improving path T0 (g) , ..., TK (g) such that TK (g) ∈ C (g) and

P (MK (g)) �S P (M, g)

A set of g�proposals is consistent if, for each g�proposal in the consistent set, any obtainable deviation is

deterred by another g�proposal in the consistent set. Deterrence can arise because the obtainable deviation
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is itself in the consistent set and is not preferred by the deviating coalition. It can also arise because the

initial coalitional deviation induces a simultaneous farsighted improving path leading to another g�proposal

in the consistent set that deters the initial coalitional deviation. It is important that deterrence arise because

of another g�proposal in the consistent set because these are the only g�proposals which can be considered

�stable�. Given the possibility of consistent sets of di�erent sizes, Chwe (1994) and Page et. al. (2005) argue

the relevant consistent set is the largest consistent set. This is de�ned as follows and is natural given the

union of consistent sets is itself consistent.

De�nition 2.4. A consistent set of g�proposals, C (g), is the largest consistent set, denoted by C∗ (g), if

there is no other consistent set which is a superset of C (g).

The following de�nition is useful.

De�nition 2.5. The g�proposal T (g) is consistent if T (g) ∈ C∗ (g).

The equilibrium concept of a consistent set is now embedded in a dynamic context.

De�nition 2.6. P (M, gt−1) is a farsightedly dominant dynamic path if the g�proposal T (gs−1) ∈ M is

consistent for each s ≥ t.

De�nition 2.6 says that a dynamic path is farsightedly dominant from an arbitrary network if, given

the proposal map M , there is no network along the dynamic path where a coalition could make a counter

proposal so as to in�uence the evolution of the network and be better o�. Requiring that a proposal map

have this property from any network leads to the following de�nition.

De�nition 2.7. The proposal map M is farsightedly stable if for each g ∈ G, P (M, g) is a farsightedly

dominant dynamic path.

Thus, a farsightedly stable proposal map is one for which there is no network, on or o� the equilibrium

path, from which a coalition could make a counter proposal so as to alter the evolution of the network and

be better o�. The dynamic equilibrium is stated as follows.

De�nition 2.8. The dynamic path P ∗ is a farsighted dynamic network equilibrium (FDNE) if there is a

proposal map M ∈M such that P (M, ∅) = P ∗ and M is farsightedly stable.

Thus, an FDNE is merely a sequence of networks induced by a farsightedly stable proposal map. This

subsection �nishes with an important property of a farsightedly stable proposal map which will be frequently

used. It assumes there are three players, which corresponds to the trade model to be introduced in the

following section. Suppose that in each period, it is the preference of a pair of players to form a link between
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themselves or of a group of players, one from each link yet to form, to block any further links. Then the

sequence of such links is the unique FDNE.

Lemma 2.1. Assume there are three players and that M is farsightedly stable. Then,

a) C∗ (g) = T (g) = g′ if P (M, g) �S P
(
M̂, g

)
for all T̂ (g) ∈ T (g) where T̂ (g) 6= T (g) and either i)

S = ` 6= ∅ or ii) ` = ∅ and ij ⊆ S for any ij /∈ g, and

b) P (M, ∅) is the unique FDNE if for each g ∈ G on the equilibrium path, C∗ (g) is a singleton.

Proof. See appendix.

2.3.2 The bilateralism and multilateralism games

The previous section laid out the pure bilateralism game; the links formed were BAs. For the bilateralism

game, countries are also able to form MFN agreements where any preferential access granted to one country

is granted to all. In what follows, attention will be restricted to the three country case. Thus, the possible

MFN agreements are those between countries i and j, denoted (ij)
MFN

, and that between countries i,

j and k, denoted (ijk)
MFN

. The presence of MFN agreements requires some adjustments to the notion

of obtainability. The following de�nition extends De�nition 2.1; parts i) and iii) of De�nition 2.1 remain.

Without loss of generality in the model of this paper, and merely for presentation purposes, it will be assumed

that country k must abide by the MFN principle following (ij)
MFN

if it enters any agreements.

De�nition 2.9. The g�proposal T̂ (g) = ĝ′ is obtainable from T (g) = g′ by a coalition S if conditions i)�ii)

are satis�ed as per De�nition 2.1 where (ij) and (ij)
MFN

are treated as distinct links and

i) g′ = (ijk)
MFN

implies i ∈ S for some i and

ii) ĝ′ = (ijk)
MFN

implies i ∈ S and j ∈ S for all ij /∈ g if (ij)
MFN 6= g while k ∈ S otherwise.

In addition to De�nition 2.1, three adjustments are made. First, (ij) and (ij)
MFN

are treated sym-

metrically since they are distinct agreements. Second, any country can dissolve an MFN agreement made

between the three countries. Third, implementing the three country MFN agreement requires the consent

of all three countries unless there is an MFN agreement in place between countries i and j. In this case, the

three country MFN agreement is reached if country k extends MFN access to both countries.

For the multilateralism game, De�nition 2.9 applies directly except in that BAs are not permitted.

3 Underlying trade model

The underlying trade model is a three country oligopolistic intra industry trade model. Slight variations

on this have been used by Krishna (1998), Ornelas (2005), Goyal and Joshi (2006), Mukunoki and Tachi
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(2006) and Saggi and Yildiz (2011).11 In this paper, the political economy approach is taken so government

incentives for trade agreement formation depend only on �rm pro�ts. This extreme assumption sharpens

the intuition behind the commitment problem and signi�cantly increases the analytical tractability of the

model. Moderate relaxation of this assumption would not a�ect the qualitative and intuitive results of the

model because, as will be seen later, presence of the commitment problem merely requires that the largest

country's payo� when an insider with the medium sized country exceed that under global free trade. Single

period payo�s are realized at the end of each period through Cournot�Nash competition. Each country has

a single representative �rm with a common marginal cost which is normalized to zero. The inverse demand

function in country j is P j = Aj −Qj where the total quantity produced in country j is Qj =
∑
k∈N q

j
k. A

j

captures the market size of country j and is the sense in which countries are asymmetric.12

A common nonprohibitive tari�, τ , is implemented by country j on the imports from country i if ij /∈ g

where g represents the set of trade agreements in existence. Otherwise there is no tari� between i and j.

Letting τ̄ be such that any tari� above τ̄ is prohibitive, τ ji (g) = τ ≤ τ̄ if ij /∈ g while τ ji (g) = 0 otherwise.

Markets are assumed to be segmented which enables �rms to price discriminate across countries. This and

the political economy approach imply there is no tari� complementarity which in turn means the optimal

tari�, subject to being non prohibitive, is τ̄ .13 The common nonprohibitive tari� and segmented markets

ensure that each �rm is active in each market.

A strand of the literature has viewed BAs being self enforcing via multilateral tari� cooperation as the

central issue of BA negotiation (see Bagwell and Staiger (1997), Fruend (2000), Bond et. al. (2001) and

Saggi (2006)). However, this emphasis on optimal self enforcing tari�s in an in�nitely repeated game setting

faces its own trade o�. Baldwin (2008) has criticized this approach for two reasons. First, because tari�s are

public information, the length of the cheating phase is arbitrarily short meaning the one shot bene�t from

deviation is arbitrarily small.14 Second, tari�s are merely one element of the set of retaliation instruments,

so severance costs go far beyond that incurred through tari� retaliation. As such, while the assumption of a

common tari� abstracts from a rigorous determination of optimal tari�s, it avoids these conceptual problems

and provides signi�cant analytical tractability in a complex dynamic setting.

11Here, the reduced form speci�cation is presented. See Ornelas (2005, pp.475�476) for a detailed description of the structural
assumptions justifying this reduced form.

12Letting cj be the marginal cost of the �rm from country j, Aj − cj is the important term governing asymmetry in a model
such as this. As such, some papers hold Aj constant across countries while varying cj . Others do the converse, and some
directly focus on varying Aj − cj across countries.

13It is easy to verify that τ̄ = As

3
.

14Baldwin (2008) describes the surprise announcement by U.S. President Nixon in 1971 of a uniform 10% rise in U.S. tari�s;
the immediate foreign reaction precluded implementation of the tari� increases.
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Given g, the �rm from country i maximizes pro�ts by solving the following problem in each country j:

max

qji
qji

[
Aj −Qj − τ ji (g)

]
.

Equilibrium quantity and pro�t for this �rm are qj∗i (g) = 1
4

[
Aj +

∑
k/∈Nj τ

j
k − 4τ ji (g)

]
and πji (g) =(

qj∗i (g)
)2

where N j is the set of countries who have a BA with country j (including country j itself).

The payo� for the country j �rm is then πi (g) =
∑
j∈N π

j
i (g).15 Country i's continuation payo� from

period t onwards is then Πi (gt) =
∑∞
s=t β

s−tπi (gs) where β ∈ (0, 1) is the common discount factor. If the

network remains unchanged forever from period T onwards, πi (gt) = πi (gT ) for all t ≥ T .

The key static incentives in the model revolve around the net bene�t of forming a BA and the negative

externalities that third party countries su�er. When country i forms a BA with country j, the discrimination

country i faced in country j disappears, and its pro�ts rise by 3τ
16

(
2q̂j∗i (g) + 3τ

)
where q̂j∗i (g) ≡

(
qj∗i (g)

) 1
2

>

0 . This is the bene�t of preferential access for country i. It is also increasing in the market size of country

j since
∂qj∗i (g)

∂Aj > 0; preferential access is more valuable in a larger market.

However, the preferential access given by country i to country j lowers the pro�ts of both country i and k

by τ
16

(
2q̂j∗c (g)− τ

)
for c = i, k. For country i, this is the cost of preferential access incurred when entering a

BA with country j. For country k, it is the third party negative externality it faces in country i. This e�ect

is also increasing in the market size of country i since
∂qi∗c (g)
∂Ai > 0. As before, the preferential access gained

by country j is more valuable in a larger market which makes it more costly for countries i and k. These

static incentives imply a country prefers to form a BA a larger partner. This is summarized in Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.1. The one period change in pro�ts for country i when forming a BA with country j is increasing

in Aj −Ai.

Proof. Since
∂qj∗i (g)

∂Ai =
∂qi∗i (g)
∂Aj = 0, this follows from the bene�t of preferential access being increasing

in Aj on account of
∂qj∗i (g)

∂Aj > 0 and the cost of preferential access being decreasing in Ai on account of

∂qi∗i (g)
∂Ai < 0.�

While a country prefers to form a BA with a larger partner, the net bene�t for country i when entering a

BA with country j is ∆πji (g) = 3τ
16

(
2q̂j∗i (g) + 3τ

)
− τ

16

(
2q̂j∗i (g)− τ

)
. This reduces to ∆πji (g) ∝ 2q̂j∗i (g) +

τ+
(
Aj −Ai

)
+τ

(
pi (g)− pj (g)

)
where pc (g) for c = i, j is the number of BAs that country c has (including

with itself) given network g. In addition to Lemma 3.1, notice that ∆πji (g) is increasing in pi (g)− pj (g); a

greater number of existing partners reduces the cost of additional preferential access because the degree of

15 Network dependent one period payo�s are derived in Appendix A.
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protection is lower. In addition, regardless of the trade network, this leads to the following implications.

Lemma 3.2. The one period change in pro�ts is positive when two symmetric countries form a BA. Re-

gardless of asymmetry, it is positive for the smaller country.

Proof. Under symmetry, the lower bound of ∆πji (g) occurs for pj (g) = 2 and pi (g) = 1. Hence, the

lower bound is ∆πji (g) ∝ 2q̂j∗i (g) > 0. Since ∆πji (g) > 0 when Ai = Aj and ∆πji (g) is increasing in Aj−Ai,

then Aj > Ai implies ∆πji (g) > 0.�

Thus, from a one shot perspective, any country �nds it pro�table to form any BA under symmetry while

only the larger country may �nd it unpro�table under asymmetry.

4 Equilibrium of the pure bilateralism game

4.1 Symmetric market size

The case of symmetry will be developed initially to help provide general intuition before introducing asym-

metry. At the heart of this intuition is the commitment problem faced by insiders, and underlying this

commitment problem when countries are symmetric is Lemma 3.2. While the extent to which a country's

pro�ts rise upon BA formation depends on how many existing BAs each of the partners has and the market

size of each partner, pro�ts rise nonetheless under symmetry.

Notationally, πp,ji will denote country i's pro�t given occupation of network position p with country j.

Figure 1 shows each network position and its notation. Given Lemma 3.2, there is an incentive for an insider

to form a BA with the outsider and become the hub since πHi > πI,ji . However, when either insider becomes

the hub, the two spokes will subsequently form their own BA as πFTi > πK,ji . Moreover, πI,ji > πFTi implies

lost insider rents and negative third party externalities to do not compensate for the removal of discrimination

in market k.16 Thus, an insider faces a trade o�. While being the hub entails higher rents than being an

insider due to the additional preferential access, free trade entails lost insider rents. An insider will prefer

to become the hub rather than remain an insider when it is su�ciently impatient as it then places su�cient

value on the additional rents earned as the hub. The formal statement of this is πHi + β
1−βπ

FT
i > 1

1−βπ
I,j
i

or (1− β)
(
πHi − π

I,j
i

)
+ β

(
πFTi − πI,ji

)
> 0 . Let σ ≡ (αls, αms, τ) where αls = Al/As and αms = Am/As

are the relative market sizes of l and m with respect to s and, abusing notation, τ is now the original tari�

16In general, as shown in Appendix A, πI,ji − πFTi ∝ Ai + Aj − 2Ak + 3t. This is positive under symmetry for any i and
always positive when k = s meaning that l and m are insiders.
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normalized by As. The previous inequality then reduces to the free trade�insider condition or FT�I condition

β < β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) ≡ πHi − π
I,j
i

πHi − πFTi
. (1)

When the FT�I condition is satis�ed, both insiders prefer to remain insiders over becoming the hub on a

path to free trade.17 Nevertheless, and here is the crux of the commitment problem, if one of them believes

the other will become the hub then it also has an incentive to become the hub as a means to avoid becoming

a spoke since πHi > πK,ji and free trade would be reached anyway. The key question is then whether the

insiders can commit to not become the hub.

Under symmetry, the answer is simple and is depicted in Figure 2. When the FT�I condition holds, both

insiders recognize that becoming the hub would not only hurt the other insider but also itself. Thus, each

can credibly commit to not doing so. Initially, it may appear that the commitment problem is not binding

once the FT�I condition is satis�ed since both insiders prefer to become the hub on the path to free trade

rather than remain an insider. However, under symmetry, the outsider is indi�erent as to which insider it

forms a BA with. As will be seen soon, this leads to multiple equilibria; each insider becoming the hub is

an equilibrium. If each insider views becoming the hub or the spoke as equally likely events, then it would

prefer to remain an insider if 1
1−βπ

I,j
i > 1

2

(
πHi + β

1−βπ
FT
i

)
+ 1

2

(
πK,ki + β

1−βπ
FT
i

)
. Simple algebra reveals

this holds given β < β̄FT−I (σ). Thus, ex ante, the insiders still face a commitment problem as both would

be better o� if they could commit to remain insiders. However, since the FT�I condition holds, they cannot

commit to remain insiders; each prefers the path to free trade on which it is the hub over remaining an

insider.

Given the intuition underlying the commitment problem, the following proposition is quite intuitive and is

depicted in Figure 3. Henceforth, to simplify notational clutter although it is an abuse of notation, (ij, ik, jk)

will represent the sequence of networks obtained by i and j forming the BA in period one followed by i and

k in period two and j and k in period three. Finally, given an FDNE, BAs are said to be �building blocs� if

global free trade is attained and �stumbling blocs� otherwise.

Proposition 4.1. Under symmetry, BAs are stumbling blocs when insiders can commit to not become the

hub; any insider�outsider network is an FDNE. Otherwise, BAs are building blocs; any path to free trade is

an FDNE. There are no other FDNE.

When insiders can overcome the commitment problem and commit to remain insiders, i.e. the FT�I

condition holds, then an insider�outsider network will form in equilibrium. In Figure 3, the set of such

17Under symmetry, the FT�I condition reduces to β̄FT−I (τ) =
2(1−τ)
2+τ

. Given the nonprohibitive trai� condition and τ > 0,

β̄FT−I (τ) ∈ (0, 1).
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networks is denoted ΘI−O. The multiplicity of equilibria is due to symmetry. Symmetry implies each

country is indi�erent to whom it becomes an insider with meaning that any insider�outsider network could

emerge in equilibrium. The presence of asymmetry will enable prediction of which insider�outsider network

will emerge. When the FT�I condition does not hold, then an insider prefers to be a hub on the path

to free trade rather than remain an insider; the additional preferential access and rents as the hub more

than compensate for the elimination of rents in free trade. Here, any path to free trade could emerge in

equilibrium. In Figure 3, the set of such paths is denoted ΘFT and, again, symmetry drives the multiplicity

of equilibria. The status quo of no BAs cannot emerge in equilibrium despite not knowing which path will

lead to free trade because, ex ante, the expected pro�t across all paths exceeds the status quo pro�t.

4.2 Asymmetric market size � �similar� countries

This section moves away from the symmetric case by introducing a moderate amount of market size asym-

metry. Introducing asymmetry complicates matters because it means that di�erent countries face di�erent

incentives for BA formation depending on the speci�c BA partner. In particular, there is a distinct commit-

ment problem between each pair of insiders. Moreover, for a given pair of insiders, di�erent incentives shape

each insider's commitment problem. After developing an understanding of the commitment problem in the

presence of asymmetry, Section 4.3 will introduce a greater degree of asymmetry with dramatic e�ects for

the equilibrium.

What is meant by a moderate degree of asymmetry will now be formalized. Two countries are said to

be similar, denoted i ≈ j, if the following is true from a myopic perspective and from any network: any two

countries prefer to form a BA between themselves if it may actually form but has not. The quali�er �may

actually form� is merely used to exclude the BA between s and l when s and m are insiders. In this case,

from a myopic perspective, the BA between s and l would never form. By Lemma 3.1, if l bene�ts from

forming a BA with s, then it prefers to form the BA with m and m is willing to do so. The conditions for

countries to be similar are formalized in Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 4.1. l and s are similar, denoted l ≈ s, if πFTl > πK,sl . m and s are similar if πFTm > πK,sm . l

and m are similar if πK,sl > πOl . These conditions, respectively, reduce to αls < 3 − 5τ , αms < 3 − 5τ and

αls < 3αms − 6τ .

The importance of countries being similar for the commitment problem is that it implies any pair of

spokes will form a BA, which is a key ingredient underlying the commitment problem.18 Given this, the key

ingredient determining whether an insider prefers to become the hub is whether, relative to being an insider,

18Note that, under this de�nition, there is a small range of the parameter space for which l ≈ s but l ≈ m does not hold.
This part of the parameter space is uninteresting and, as such, will be ignored.
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the additional preferential access from being a hub outweighs the loss of preferential access upon free trade.

Using the FT�I condition, an insider prefers to become the hub when (1− β)
(
πHi − π

I,j
i

)
+β

(
πFTi − πI,ji

)
>

0. Since both insiders have the same degree of preferential access in each of the three markets under free

trade and as insiders, then
(
πFTi − πI,ji

)
=
(
πFTj − πI,ij

)
. While, in addition, the additional preferential

access earned as a hub is identical for either insider, the cost incurred by an insider in becoming the hub

is di�erent. The cost is larger for the larger insider. As such, the smaller insider has a greater incentive to

become the hub. Letting β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) be i's FT�I condition as an insider with j and letting Ai > Aj , this

implies β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) < β̄FT−Ij,i (σ) as illustrated in Figure 4.

As in the case of symmetry, the insiders can commit to remain insiders when neither insider's FT�I

condition is satis�ed; the negative externalities su�ered and rents lost are larger than the bene�ts of being

the hub. Under asymmetry, this occurs for β > β̄FT−Ij,i (σ) > β̄FT−Ii,j (σ). In this case, conditional on i and

j being insiders, they will remain so. Unlike the case of symmetry, the commitment problem is not binding

when the FT�I conditions of both insiders hold. Because the larger insider, i, o�ers greater preferential

access to the outsider, k, then the larger insider is the hub on the path to free trade. Another di�erence

to the symmetric case is an intermediate range of β for which either insider may become the hub or they

remain as insiders; the largest consistent set in period two is C (ij) = {(ij) , (ij, ik) , (ij, jk)}. Whether the

commitment problem is still binding, in which case it cannot be overcome since C (ij) 6= (ij), depends on

whether the insiders prefer to remain insiders rather than face a uniform distribution over C (ij). As insiders,

m and l have the greatest degree of preferential access to protect, and their commitment problem remains

binding. For s and m it is not binding, while for s and l it depends on the degree of asymmetry.19

The essence of the multiplicity of equilibria is the farsightedness of countries. Figure 5 illustrates this

issue, remembering that the spokes will form the �nal BA. C (ij) contains each possible network in period

2 because any coalitional deviation from any network which makes the coalition immediately better o� is

deterred by a subsequent deviation to another �stable� network. Stable in the sense that it is also in the

consistent set. To see this, start with the network in which the insiders commit to remain insiders. While

β < β̄FT−Ij,i (σ) implies both j and k would bene�t from j becoming the hub, i would be the spoke. Since

i provides greater preferential access to k, i and k would then make a counter proposal in which i is the

hub. This deters k from being involved in the initial deviation. Nevertheless, the network involving j as the

hub is also in the consistent set. While k would bene�t from the aforementioned counter proposal, i and j

would then bene�t from remaining insiders and would make a counter proposal to do so. This deters k from

making the counter proposal with i. Finally, the network in which i is the hub is also stable despite i and j

both preferring to remain insiders. i is deterred from making such a counter proposal deviation because j

19Simple algebra reveals the condition determining whether the commitment problem is binding is Ai +Aj − 2Ak > 0.
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and k would then bene�t from making j the hub.

While asymmetry complicates matters since the commitment problem between each pair of insiders is

characterized by di�erent incentives, fortunately the commitment problem faced by m and l as insiders is

the crucial one for the analysis. This is because if m and l can commit to remain insiders, they prefer this

over becoming the hub on the path to free trade and thus over any path on which they are an insider with

s. This merely follows from the FT�I condition and the fact that being an insider with a larger partner

o�ers greater preferential access. This primacy of the commitment problem between m and l underlies the

following proposition which is illustrated in Figure 6.

Proposition 4.2. When countries are similar and m and l can commit to not become the hub, they remain

insiders and BAs are stumbling blocs. Otherwise, there may be multiple FDNE. If so, there is at most one

FDNE in which BAs are stumbling blocs. The only unique building bloc FDNE occurs for β < β̄m (σ) ≡
πI,l
m −π

I,s
m

πH
m−π

K,s
m

where the path to free trade is (ml, sl, sm).

Figure 6 shows that when m and l can overcome the commitment problem, they remain insiders, which

implies BAs are stumbling blocs to free trade. For β ∈
(
β̄FT−Il,m (σ) , β̄FT−Im,l (σ)

)
, there is a multiplicity

of equilibria stemming from an interaction between the inability of m and l to overcome the commitment

problem and the farsightedness of countries as described above and illustrated in Figure 5. Thus, each of

(ml), (ml, sm, sl) and (ml, sl, sm) is an FDNE. These three paths constitute ΘFT
1 in Figure 6.

In contrast, the multiplicity of equilibria for β ∈
(
β̄m (σ) , β̄FT−Il,m (σ)

)
arises from a di�erent source.

Here, the commitment problem for m and l is not binding because l is willing to become the hub despite the

negative externalities that will follow, and s, as a spoke, prefers the larger insider to be the hub. Here, the

source of the multiplicity is that each country prefers a di�erent pair of insiders on the path to free trade.20

Knowing it will be the hub, l prefers to be an insider with m. However, in order to be the hub, m prefers

to be an insider with s so it can be the hub. Knowing it will be a spoke, s prefers to be an insider with l.

Similar logic to the previous paragraph implies each such outcome is an FDNE. Any deviation which appears

bene�cial is deterred because of fears about subsequent deviations by other countries. These three paths to

free trade together with the status quo of no BAs constitute ΘFT
2 in Figure 6.

However, β̄m (σ) proves to be a critical value below which uniqueness of the equilibrium is restored. This

is because m faces a trade o� when comparing the path on which it is an insider with s to the path on which

it is an insider with l. While the preferential access embodied in being an insider with l exceeds that of being

an insider with s, m will only be the hub if it is an insider with s. When the discount factor is su�ciently

small, β < β̄m (σ), the bene�t of being an insider with l dominates, and both m and l mutually prefer to be

20Remember that β < β̄FT−Il,m (σ) implies β < β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) for any i, j so that free trade will arise conditional upon any pair

of insiders.
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insiders on the path to free trade. With a general characterization of the equilibria for similar countries, it

is now possible to see how this characterization depends on the degree of asymmetry.

Proposition 4.3. When countries are similar, greater asymmetry increases the extent to which m and l can

overcome the commitment problem. This increases the extent to which BAs are stumbling blocs.

The essence of Proposition 4.5 is illustrated, without loss of generality, in Figure 7 for the case of τ = 1
4 .

Notationally, αms = Am/As and αls = Al/As are the relative market sizes of m and l with respect to s. The

curves labelled ᾱms are contour curves showing, for a given αms, the pairs of
(
αls, β̄

FT−I
m,l (σ)

)
such that m's

FT�I condition with l is satis�ed for β < β̄FT−Im,l (σ).

Because the ᾱms contour curves are downward sloping, Figure 7 illustrates that greater asymmetry from a

higher αls or αms increases the range of β for whichm's FT�I condition with l fails. Thus, greater asymmetry

increases the extent to which m and l can overcome their commitment problem and, in turn, the extent to

which BAs are stumbling blocs. With respect to m (similar logic applies to l), a higher αls increases the

incentive to remain an insider. It does so by increasing the rent associated with being an insider, which

would be lost on the path to free trade. A higher αms also increases the incentive for m to remain an insider,

but does so because it increases the cost of preferential access m would incur by becoming the hub.

This section has showed that the extent to which BAs are stumbling blocs is related to the ability of m

and l to overcome their commitment problem and greater asymmetry increases this ability. However, the

degree of asymmetry considered so far was moderate enough that l would still �nd it bene�cial to form a

BA with s if they were both spokes. This was central to the commitment problem. The next section relaxes

this assumption with dramatic e�ects on the equilibrium because the commitment problem between m and

l breaks down.

4.3 Asymmetric market size � �nonsimilar� countries

The critical part of Lemma 4.1, which de�nes countries as being similar, is that, as a spoke, l would form

the BA with s . Now suppose this is not so. Then, as an insider with l, m faces no negative externalities by

becoming the hub because it would remain the hub forever. Thus, m cannot credibly commit to not become

the hub.

The �rst step in understanding the e�ect of the commitment problem breakdown is understanding the

new trade o� faced by l as an insider with m. Since m cannot commit to remain an insider, l can either let

m become the hub knowing that it will remain a spoke or it can become the hub knowing that free trade

will follow. This trade o� is captured by the free trade�spoke condition, or the FT�K condition. To focus

on this trade o�, assume that πHl > πI,ml , or αls ≤ 3 − 2τ , which ensures l bene�ts from becoming the
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hub. l is then big relative to s if πK,sl ≥ πFTl and πHl > πI,ml .21 l will prefer to become the hub when

πHl + β
1−βπ

FT
l > 1

1−βπ
K,s
l or (1− β)

(
πHl − π

K,s
l

)
+ β

(
πFTl − πK,sl

)
> 0 . This reduces to

β < β̄FT−K (σ) ≡
πHl − π

K,s
l

πHl − πFTl
. (2)

Because l prefers to remain a spoke with s over free trade, it must be su�ciently impatient for the bene�t

of becoming the hub to dominate.

The second step in understanding the e�ect of the commitment problem breakdown starts with the fact

that the commitment problem was easier to overcome for m and l than l and s when countries were similar,

i.e. β̄FT−Il,m (σ) < β̄FT−Il,s (σ). As such, l preferred to be an insider with m rather than s. Even if the

commitment problem between l and m could not be overcome or was not binding, l still preferred m as its

fellow insider due to the higher rents on the path to free trade. However, breakdown of its commitment

problem with m means l may prefer to be an insider with s if they can overcome their commitment problem

as insiders; i.e. β < β̄FT−Is,l (σ). While l would forego the higher rents associated with having m as its fellow

insider, it would keep its rents as an insider with s rather than losing its insider rents when m becomes the

hub. The following proposition provides an initial characterization of when BAs are building blocs.

Proposition 4.4. Suppose s and l cannot overcome their commitment problem and l prefers to become the

hub after being an insider with m, i.e. β < β̄min (σ) ≡ min
{
β̄FT−K (σ) , β̄FT−Is,l (σ)

}
. If there are multiple

FDNE, there are FDNE in which BAs are building blocs. Moreover, BAs are building blocs in the only unique

FDNE. This FDNE is (ml, sl, sm) which, given critical values β̄s (σ) and β̄m (σ), arises for β < β̄m (σ) and

β > β̄s (σ).

Since m faces no negative externalities by becoming the hub when it is an insider, l's decision about

whether to become the hub is driven by the FT�K condition. Once this is satis�ed and the commitment

problem between s and l cannot be overcome, there is an equilibrium in which free trade is reached. The

potential multiplicity of equilibria between the critical values β̄m (σ) and β̄s (σ) arises because each country

prefers a di�erent dynamic path for the global trade network. No country can build a coalition to ensure

its preferred dynamic path. In the standard case, similar to Proposition 4.2 for β ∈
(
β̄m (σ) , β̄FT−Il,m (σ)

)
, l

wants to be an insider with m and then the hub while m wants to be an insider with s so it can then be the

hub. In contrast, s wants to be an insider with l because, knowing it cannot be the hub, it prefers the larger

insider rents with l.22 Each of these dynamic paths is an equilibrium because any coalitional deviation that

21Hence, this section assumes that αls ∈ [3− 5τ, 3− 2τ) since πK,sl ≥ πFTl reduces to αms ≥ 3 − 5τ . It also assumes that

l ≈ m which, for αls ≤ 3− cτ where c ∈ (2, 5], implies αms ≥ 1 + 1
3

(6− c) τ .
22The proof of Proposition 4.4 details all possible cases of multiplicity.
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seems bene�cial is deterred by the fear of subsequent coalitional deviations that harm the initial deviating

coalition. Indeed, even the status quo of no BAs can be sustained as an equilibrium because of these fears.

However, for β < β̄m (σ) and β > β̄s (σ), a coalition forms to ensure (ml, sl, sm) is the unique FDNE.

Given l's preference to become the hub, m and l form the coalition when m is su�ciently impatient that

the attractiveness of insider rents with l rather than s o�sets the foregone rents it would earn as a hub if

it became an insider with s. In contrast, s and l may form the coalition. Here, it is important that s will

remain a spoke forever after being an insider with m because l will not form a BA with s. Then s and l

form the coalition when s is su�ciently patient that the bene�t of forming BAs with both m and l outweighs

the foregone rents as an insider with m. In this situation, l and s can credibly threaten to become insiders

themselves. This induces m to agree to be an insider with l even though it would prefer to be an insider

with s.

The breakdown in the commitment problem between m and l dramatically alters the extent to which

BAs are building blocs to free trade. The switch from the FT�I condition to the FT�K condition as the

characterization of the dynamic incentives facing m and l as insiders is the primary cause. When the FT�I

condition was satis�ed, l and m refrained from becoming the hub because they knew the other would also

do so. However, under the FT�K condition, l knows that m will not refrain from becoming the hub so l also

exercises less restraint. The following proposition details the increased extent to which BAs are building

blocs.

Proposition 4.5. Breakdown of the commitment problem between m and l causes a dramatic once o�

jump in the extent to which BAs are building blocs. Formally, �xing ᾱms < 3 − 5τ and ᾱls = 3 − 5τ ,

β̄min (σ̂) > β̄FT−Im,l (ᾱms, ᾱls, τ̂) for any σ̂. Conditional on this breakdown, greater asymmetry between l and

s increases the extent to which BAs are stumbling blocs, while greater asymmetry between m and s increases

the extent to which BAs are building blocs.

The basic results can be seen, without loss of generality, in Figure 8 where τ = 1
4 . When l becomes big

relative to s, i.e. αls > 3 − 5τ = 1.75, the ᾱms contour curves depict the critical value β̄min (σ). With l

big relative to s, the ᾱms = αms curve represents the binding constraint on αms to ensure l and m remain

similar.

Conditional on the commitment problem breakdown between m and l, i.e. αls > 1.75, Figure 8 clearly

illustrates the e�ect of asymmetry. A higher αls is a movement down an ᾱms contour curve because it

increases both the cost of preferential access incurred by l when becoming the hub and the value to s of

preserving insider rents with l. Respectively, these reduce the incentive for l and s to become the hub

which reduces both β̄FT−K (σ) and β̄FT−Is,l (σ). Conversely, a higher αms increases the rents associated with
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becoming the hub by making preferential access with m more valuable. The greater incentive for s and l to

become the hub raises β̄FT−K (σ) and β̄FT−Is,l (σ). Thus, a higher αms shifts the ᾱms contour curve upwards.

That a higher αms increases the extent to which BAs are building blocs is the opposite of when l

and s were similar. When l and s were similar, free trade was reached when l was willing to give up

sole preferential access with m as an insider by becoming the hub and accepting the subsequent negative

externalities. However, now free trade is reached once s and l are su�ciently willing to have sole preferential

access with m by becoming the hub. This dramatic change arises because the dynamic incentive structure

is now characterized by the FT�K condition and s's FT�I condition with l rather than m's FT�I condition

with l.

The extent to which the commitment problem breakdown increases the role of BAs as building blocs

can be seen by the fact that that along the ᾱms = αms contour curve , β̄
min (σ) is greater than β̄FT−Im,l (σ)

on any ᾱms contour curve for αls = 3 − 5τ . Thus, the small change in asymmetry leading to l being big

relative to s signi�cantly increases the extent to which BAs are building blocs. Again, the intuition revolves

the change in the dynamic incentive structure. Even though the relevant inequality of interest is really

β̄min (σ) = min
(
β̄FT−K (σ) , β̄FT−Is,l (σ)

)
> β̄FT−Im,l (σ) rather than β̄FT−K (σ) > β̄FT−Im,l (σ), the fact that

the cost of preferential access is lower for s than m implies β̄FT−Is,l (σ) > β̄FT−Im,l (σ). Therefore, the critical

inequality is β̄FT−K (σ) > β̄FT−Im,l (σ) which is directly related to breakdown of the commitment problem

between m and l. When l and s were similar, l and m could credibly commit to remain insiders because

each knew of the subsequent negative externalities it would face when the two spokes formed their own BA.

However, because m no longer faces this fear when l is big relative to s, m cannot credibly commit to not

become the hub. This commitment problem breakdown forces l to become the hub for an expanded range

of β and explains why β̄FT−K (σ) > β̄FT−Im,l (σ) at the critical value of αls = 3 − 5τ and thus explains the

associated jump in the extent to which BAs are building blocs.

Propositions 4.4 and 4.5 have focused on the role of BAs as building blocs, but have not characterized the

equilibrium when β > β̄min (σ). Proposition 4.6 and Figure 9 now do so. For the purposes of Proposition

4.6, let β̄l (σ) be such that l prefers the dynamic path resulting from (sl) rather than (ml) for β > β̄l (σ).

Proposition 4.6. Suppose β ≥ β̄min (σ) and l prefers remaining an insider with s over the status quo

of no BAs. For β̄min (σ) = β̄FT−K (σ), the FDNE is (sl) for β ∈
(
β̄l (σ) , 1

)
and (ml, sm) for β ∈(

β̄FT−K (σ) , β̄l (σ)
)
. For β̄min (σ) = β̄FT−Is,l (σ), the FDNE is (sl) for β ∈

(
β̄l (σ) , 1

)
, (ml, sm) for

β ∈
(
β̄FT−K (σ) , β̄l (σ)

)
and (ml, sl, sm) for β ∈

(
β̄FT−Is,l (σ) ,min

(
β̄FT−K (σ) , β̄l (σ)

))
.

Figure 9 illustrates 4.6. Given the BA between s and l will not arise when they are spokes, (sm,ml) will

result conditional on s and m being insiders. However, the FT�I and FT�K conditions still govern network
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formation conditional on the other insider�outsider networks.

Only for very large degrees of asymmetry is it true that β̄FT−Is,l (σ) > β̄FT−K (σ). The top pane of Figure

9 depicts this case. Since it can be shown that β̄l (σ) > β̄FT−Is,l (σ), β̄l (σ) splits the parameter space as

depicted since s prefers (sl) and m prefers (ml, sm) to any other feasible networks. Then, free trade is

attained once l prefers (ml, sl, sm) over (ml, sm), which happens for β < β̄min (σ) = β̄FT−K (σ). If αms is

su�ciently large, the net bene�t l receives from a BA with s is small enough that l would prefer to be a

spoke under (ml, sm) rather than an insider with s regardless of β. Then, (sl) does not exist in equilibrium.

The bottom panes of Figure 9 depict the standard case of β̄FT−K (σ) > β̄FT−Is,l (σ). The rather sim-

plistic equilibria structure for the case of β̄FT−K (σ) > β̄FT−Is,l (σ) becomes more complicated because

β̄l (σ) >< β̄
FT−K (σ). When β̄l (σ) > β̄FT−K (σ), the equilibrium structure is as just described; (ml, sm)

for β ∈
(
β̄FT−K (σ) , β̄l (σ)

)
, and (sl) for β ∈

(
β̄l (σ) , 1

)
which is depicted in the middle pane of Figure

9.23 However, once β̄2 (σ) < β̄FT−K (σ), then l prefers (sl) over (ml, sl, sm) even when the FT�K con-

dition is satis�ed. This is depicted in the bottom pane of Figure 9. Here, the bene�t l foregoes by not

becoming an insider with m and the hub is more than compensated by being able to permanently maintain

insider rents with s. Therefore, (ml, sm) does not exist in equilibrium. Free trade is then attained when

β < max
(
β̄l (σ) , β̄FT−Is,l (σ)

)
.

The �nal complication which is not illustrated in Figure 9 is that when αls is su�ciently large, αls > 3−3τ ,

l prefers the status quo of no BAs over (sl). This a�ects the dynamic incentive structure because if l refuses

to form a BA with s, then s can only form a BA with m which subsequently leads to (sm,ml). In this

situation, by refusing to form a BA with either s or m, l can ensure the status quo of (∅) is the FDNE if s

prefers(∅) over (sm,ml).

5 Equilibrium of the bilateralism and multilateralism games

To isolate the e�ect of BAs in a world where BAs and MFN agreements simultaneously exist, this section

compares the equilibrium outcomes of two games. On the one hand, it considers the game where the option

to form MFN agreements exists in addition to BAs � the bilateralism game. This is achieved by merely

adding the MFN option to the analysis of the pure bilateralism game from Section 4. On the other hand, it

considers the game where only MFN agreements exist � the multilateralism game.

Modeling of MFN agreements in the literature follows one of two approaches. Aghion et. al. (2007)

allow a once and for all choice between global free trade and the status quo of no trade agreements. Saggi

and Yildiz (2010) di�er slightly by allowing all three countries or a pair of countries to form agreements

23It is easy to show that β̄l (σ) > 1 implies β̄FT−Is,l (σ) > β̄FT−K (σ).
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that abide by the MFN principle, where the MFN tari� is assumed to be the member's joint optimal tari�.

While the three country joint optimal tari� is zero in their model, and so the three country MFN agreement

corresponds to global free trade, the two country joint optimal tari� is nonzero. In the model of this paper,

the three country joint optimal tari� is also zero. Conversely, the two country joint optimal tari� is either the

initial common tari� or zero. Thus, to avoid redundancy, it will be assumed that MFN agreements embody

zero tari�s whether it is a two or three country MFN agreement. The three country MFN agreement is

available both from the status quo situation of no agreements as well as from the situation where a single

agreement exists whether it be MFN consistent or not.

Relative to the pure bilateralism game, adding the possibility of MFN agreements does not alter the

analysis of Section 4 in any substantive way. Thus, the intuition of the commitment problem provided by

the pure bilateralism game is crucial to understanding the e�ect of BAs in a world where MFN agreements

also exist. The following proposition formalizes this idea.

Proposition 5.1. Any FDNE of the pure bilateralism game remains an FDNE when MFN agreements are

allowed. A unique FDNE of the pure bilateralism game remains the unique FDNE when MFN agreements

are allowed, except for (ml, sl, sm) when τ < τ .

The intuition behind Proposition 5.1 is simple: rents earned along the equilibrium path make a direct

move to free trade undesirable. When the unique FDNE is merely two insiders forming the sole BA, these

insiders earn rents and protect them by blocking a direct move to free trade. When (ml, sm) is the unique

FDNE, m earns rents as both an insider and the hub while l earns rents as an insider and bene�ts from

being able to remain a spoke rather than move to free trade. When (ml, sl, sm) is the unique FDNE, there

are some more subtle considerations. First, from the insider�outsider network, the smaller insider and the

outsider would prefer to move directly to free trade. This obviously bene�ts the outsider, but also the smaller

insider becaue it knows the larger insider will be the hub. Nevertheless, this move requires the consent of

the larger insider who would forego the rents associated with being a hub. Since the outsider cannot commit

to not form a BA with the larger insider, the larger insider will block a direct move to free trade to ensure

it becomes the hub on the path to free trade. The second consideration is that, from the status quo of

no agreements, m may actually bene�t from the insider rent to the extent that it compensates for being

discriminated against as a spoke. Indeed, there is only a very small section of the parameter space for which

this is not true and (ml, sl, sm) is the unique FDNE equilibrium of the pure bilateralism game. To rule out

this case, a very crude su�cient condition is τ < τ ≈ .04.

In the multilateralism game, when the only option for trade liberalization is MFN agreements, any country

that is party to such an agreement could veto it. In the model of this paper, a two country MFN agreement
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is the worst possible outcome for the larger country in the agreement. Not only would this country prefer

to be the third party country and free ride on the two country MFN agreement, the MFN access extended

to the third party country is so large that the larger insider prefers the status quo of no agreements. When

it comes to the three country MFN agreement, i.e. global free trade, the incentives of l are crucial. For

s and m, absence of discrimination in l's market outweighs lost domestic pro�ts and ensures they will not

block global free trade. However, this is not always true for l. As the largest export market, it incurs the

largest cost of preferential access via lost domestic pro�ts while it gains the smallest bene�t of preferential

access via pro�ts earned in its partner markets. For l to prefer global free trade over the status quo of no

agreements, it must receive su�cient bene�ts from preferential access with m and s relative to the cost it

incurs. The following proposition formalizes this discussion.

Proposition 5.2. When only MFN agreements are allowed, moving to global free trade immediately is the

unique FDNE i� l does not block global free trade over the status quo of no trade agreements. Otherwise,

this status quo is the unique FDNE. l will block global free trade i� αls > αms + 1− 3τ .

With an understanding of the equilibria under both the bilateralism game and the multilateralism game,

the focus now turns to comparing the equilibrium outcomes under. Such a comparison falls into one of four

cases. First, BAs are strong building blocs when global free trade can be attained under the bilateralism

game but not under the multilateralism game. Second, BAs are weak building blocs when global free trade

can be attained under both games. In the former case, BAs are both necessary and su�cient for attaining

global free trade while they are only su�cient in the latter case. Third, BAs are strong stumbling blocs when

global free trade is attained under the multilateralism game but cannot be attained under the bilateralism

game. Here, the presence of BAs prevent attainment of global free trade. Finally, BAs are weak stumbling

blocs when global free trade is not attained in either game.

Figure 10 shows the extent of each of these four cases when countries are similar and τ = 1
4 . For the

equilibrium of the multilateralism game, the band depicted by the αms = αls and αms = αls − 1 + 3τ

lines is critical. This band represents the set of (αms, αls) for which l will not block the three country

MFN agreement leading to global free trade when only MFN agreements exist meaning the three country

MFN agreement is the FDNE. To the right of this band is the set of (αms, αls) for which l will block the

three country MFN agreement menaing there is no trade agreement in the FDNE. For the equilibrium of

the bilateralism game, the line labelled β̄ = 1
2 is critical. This line is a contour curve, chosen arbitrarily

for illustration, showing the pairs of (αms, αls) such that, β̄FT−Im,l (σ) = 1
2 . This contour curve was chosen

arbitrarily for illustration. Because higher degrees of asymmetry reduce β̄FT−Im,l (σ), the contour curve is

downward sloping and a higher contour curve indicates a lower β̄FT−Im,l (σ). As such, the upper contour set is
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the set of (αms, αls) such that β̄FT−Im,l (σ) < 1
2 meaning that m and l can overcome the commitment problem

and remain insiders. Thus, by Proposition 5.1, the unique FDNE is (ml). Conversely, the lower contour set

is the set of (αms, αls) such that m and l cannot overcome the commitment problem. In this case, a unique

FDNE leads to free trade and, in the case of multiple FDNE, at most one FDNE does not lead to free trade

(multiple FDNE are depicted by ΘBB in Figure 10). Thus, in the equilibrium of the bilateralism game, BAs

are stumbling blocs above the β̄ = 1
2 contour curve while they are building blocs below the contour curve.

There is a key tension underlying the breakdown of the four cases depicted in Figure 10. On the one

hand, the aggregate degree of asymmetry determines the ability of m and l to overcome the commitment

problem; higher αms or αls increase their rents earned as insiders. On the other hand, the relative degree

of asymmetry, αls

αms
, drives whether l will block the three country MFN agreement leading directly to global

free trade. If this ratio is su�ciently high, the cost of preferential access for l under free trade outweighs

the bene�ts of preferential access it obtains. Thus, when aggregate asymmetry is su�ciently high, m and l

can commit to remain insiders and whether BAs are strong or weak stumbling blocs depends on the relative

degree of asymmetry. If it is not su�ciently biased, l will not block the MFN agreement moving the world to

free trade and BAs are strong stumbling blocs; otherwise, BAs are only weak stumbling blocs. Conversely,

when aggregate asymmetry is su�ciently low, m and l cannot commit to remain insiders. If the relative

degree of asymmetry is su�ciently biased, l will block the three country MFN agreement meaning BAs are

strong building blocs; otherwise, they are only weak building blocs.

Figure 10 also shows the e�ect of asymmetry on the strong building bloc�strong stumbling bloc issue.

In particular, it shows that greater degrees of asymmetry weakly increase the extent to which BAs are

strong and weak stumbling blocs and, eventually, decrease the extent to which BAs are strong and weak

building blocs. The �weakly� and �eventually� caveats arise merely because the possibility of BAs being

stumbling blocs depends on some minimum level of asymmetry. However, breakdown of the commitment

problem between m and l causes a once o� jump in the extent to which BAs are strong building blocs and

a once o� drop in the extent to which BAs are strong stumbling blocs. Thus, once again, understanding

the equilibrium of the pure bilateralism game and the role of BAs as building blocs and stumbling blocs is

crucial to understanding their role as strong building blocs and strong stumbling blocs.

Proposition 5.3. Suppose a nontriviality condition holds, β > β̄FT−Im,l (3− 5τ, 3− 5τ, τ). Then, breakdown

of the commitment problem between l and m leads to a once o� increase in the extent to which BAs are

strong building blocs and a once o� decrease in the extent to which BAs are strong stumbling blocs.

Figure 11 extends Figure 10 to illustrate Proposition 5.3. The nontriviality condition just ensures that

the discount factor is above that given by the ᾱms = αls contour curve when countries are similar and
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αls = 3− 5τ = 1.75 in Figure 8. Once the commitment problem breaks down, the upper contour set of the

β̄ contour curves capture the set of (αms, αls) in which free trade is attained in an FDNE of the bilateralism

game; the converse is true for the lower contour set. Thus, by Propositions 4.4 and 4.6, the upper contour set

represents the set of (αms, αls) such that β̄ < β̄min (σ) or, where relevant, β̄ < β̄l (σ). That the upper contour

set relates to the attainment of free trade is the opposite to the case when countries are similar. The reason

follows the discussion after Proposition 4.6: a higher αms provides greater incentive for l to become the hub

when the commitment problem breaks down but provides less incentive when overcoming the commitment

problem is a possibility. Finally, the ᾱms = αls contour curve represents the pairs of (αms, αls) for which

the constraint that l and m are similar is strictly binding; the upper (lower) contour set satis�es (violates)

this constraint.

Figure 11 dramatically illustrates Proposition 5.3 for the case of β = 1
2 . Here, conditional on a breakdown

of the commitment problem, the β̄ = 1
2 contour curve lies below the αms = αms contour curve. Thus, while

BAs were either weak stumbling blocs or strong stumbling blocs for αls = 3 − 5τ and β = 1
2 because the

commitment problem could be overcome for any αms, breakdown of the commitment problem reduces the

restraint exercised by l in becoming the hub to the extent that BAs are strong or weak building blocs for any

αms. Moreover, in Figure 11, BAs are largely strong building blocs because the relevant degrees of asymmetry

are mostly biased meaning the bene�t of preferential access that l gains in m's market is su�ciently small

that it will block the three country MFN agreement. The multiplicity of equilibria, as indicated by ΘFT ,

arises because the case of β = 1
2 corresponds to the FDNE being in the set Θ from the bottom panes of

Figure 9.

The extent to which breakdown of the commitment problem a�ects the equilibrium can be seen another

way in Figure 12. Here, even though the discount factor is β̄ = 3
4 , which decreases the incentive for l to

become the hub by increasing the importance of subsequent negative externalities, the extent to which BAs

are strong building blocs has still increased dramatically because of the commitment problem breakdown. For

β̄ = 3
4 , the role of BAs as weak stumbling blocs also arises when the cost of preferential access is su�ciently

large relative to the bene�ts of preferential access as measured by αls

αms
. In terms of Figure 9, Figure 12 falls

under the case where β̄FT−K (σ) > β̄FT−Is,l (σ). The �atter segment of the β̄ = 3
4 contour curve represents

the case from the bottom pane of Figure 9 where β̄l (σ) < β̄FT−K (σ) while the steeper segment represents

the converse case from the middle pane of Figure 9. As shown in Figure 12, there are a few distinct FDNE

in which BAs are weak stumbling blocs. Relative to Figure 11, this arises because the negative externalities

are more important with the higher discount factor. The �rst such FDNE is (sl) which arises because of

the increased ability and desirability for s and l to overcome their commitment problem. The second such

FDNE is (ml, sm) which arises because l may prefer to let m be the hub rather than do so itself. Finally,
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the FDNE can consist of no trade agreements when αls

αms
is su�ciently large. Here, l prefers the status quo

of no agreements and s cannot credibly commit to become an insider with m, meaning it cannot induce l to

forego this status quo and become an insider.

Given the signi�cant role of BAs as strong building blocs, which only arises because l could block the

three country MFN agreement leading to global free trade, it is natural to wonder how each country is

a�ected by the presence of BAs.

Proposition 5.4. Suppose the FDNE of the bilateralism game is unique and BAs are strong building blocs.

BAs increase the pro�ts of m, while l must be su�ciently impatient and s must be su�ciently patient for

their pro�ts to rise.

Since (ml, sl, sm) is the only unique FDNE in which free trade is attained, Proposition 5.4 largely revolves

around Proposition 5.2 which says both s and m prefer free trade over the status quo of no agreements while

l may not. Even though s and m are discriminated against on the path to free trade as an outsider and/or

a spoke, there may be enough bene�ts on this path relative to the status quo of no agreements to outweigh

such discrimination. For m, this is always so because of the rents earned as an insider. However, because of

the discrimination faced as an outsider, s must be su�ciently patient. In contrast, despite the rents earned

as an insider and a hub, l must be su�ciently impatient because of the possibility it may prefer the status

quo of no agreements over global free trade. In Figure 12, each country experiences higher pro�ts as a

result of BAs being strong building blocs when l and s are nonsimilar, while this is rarely true when l and

s are similar. The interesting implication is that BAs may not be Pareto improving under small degrees of

asymmetry while they may indeed be Pareto improving under larger degrees of asymmetry.

Figure 12 also shows that large parts of the parameter space are not characterized by BAs being strong

building blocs. The following proposition characterizes this case which revolves around rents earned or

discrimination faced along the equilibrium path of the pure bilateralism game relative to the multilateralism

game.

Proposition 5.5. Suppose the FDNE is unique. When BAs are not strong building blocs, BAs increase the

pro�ts of l with one potential exception � the FDNE of (ml, sm). For BAs to increase the pro�ts of s or

m, they must be an insider.

The reason l enjoys such an advantageous position is because as the largest export market it o�ers the

greatest bene�t of preferential access to its partners. As a result, l can form coalitions to ensure its preferred

path arises in equilibrium. Proposition 5.5 is speci�c to unique FDNE because a multiplicity of equilibria

arises when there is no coalition which can ensure its preferred path. Nevertheless, something similar to
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Proposition 5.5 goes through when there are multiple FDNE because what drives Proposition 5.5 is the

network positions that countries occupy.

When BAs are weak building blocs in the unique FDNE, the FDNE is (ml, sl, sm). Here, BAs bene�t l

because it is both an insider and the hub from which it earns rents it wouldn't under the MFN equilibrium

of global free trade. While m also earns rents as an insider, it will be discriminated against as a spoke,

so su�cient impatience is needed to ensure the insider rents dominate. Since the outsider is discriminated

against as both an outsider and a spoke, the pro�ts of s fall.

When countries are similar, Figure 12 shows BAs can be strong stumbling blocs with m and l remaining

insiders. The rents they protect ensure higher pro�ts relative to global free trade. However, s su�ers from

this discrimination. Although it does not happen in Figure 12, BAs could be strong stumbling blocs when

the commitment problem breaks down. If so, (sl) or (ml, sm) could be the FDNE under bilateralism. In

each case, l bene�ts from the rents as an insider and as a spoke. The latter follows because, here, l prefers

being a spoke over global free trade. Additionally, m would bene�t as an insider and the hub and s would

bene�t from the insider rents.

Finally, Figure 12 shows BAs can be weak stumbling blocs both when the commitment problem can

and cannot be overcome. In the former case, m and l bene�t from insider rents while s su�ers from the

discrimination it faces. In the latter case, the same analogy is true when s and l are insiders. BAs could

also be weak stumbling blocs because of the hub�spoke network (ml, sm). Again, BAs bene�t m because it

is both an insider and the hub. However, while l bene�ts from being an insider and bene�ts by remaining

a spoke as it avoids global free trade, it may still su�er overall because the pro�ts as a spoke may be lower

than the status quo of no agreements.

6 Conclusion

This paper makes two contributions to the current literature on preferential trade agreements. First, it

identi�es the importance of a commitment problem in understanding whether BAs are necessary for global

free trade or necessarily lead away from global free trade when MFN agreements also exist. This commitment

problem revolves around the desire of insiders to commit to not form another BA. Insiders recognize that by

becoming the hub they subject themselves to negative externalities when the spokes subsequently form their

own BA, and this motivates a desire to exercise mutual restraint in becoming the hub. The importance of

the commitment problem emerges in a novel network framework with a new equilibrium concept, and this

technical contribution represents the paper's second contribution. Primarily, the dynamic and farsighted

aspects of the model allow emergence of the commitment problem. However, the new equilibrium concept
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ultimately arises because a coalitional simultaneous move game is embedded within the overall dynamic

framework which, essentially, endogenizes the order in which countries negotiate BA formation.

A crucial aspect of the commitment problem is that the ability of insiders to overcome it depends

intimately on market size asymmetry. A key implication is that asymmetry, through the commitment

problem, has highly nonlinear e�ects on the equilibrium. While higher degrees of asymmetry initially increase

the ability of insiders to overcome the commitment problem, which reduces the extent to which BAs lead to

global free trade, there is a threshold level of asymmetry above which the commitment problem cannot be

overcome. This causes a dramatic increase in the extent to which BAs lead to global free trade and, in turn,

a dramatic increase (decrease) in the extent to which BAs are strong building (stumbling) blocs.

With the assumption of binding agreements, the model provides a rationale for the empirical observation

of sequential BA negotiation: countries can form BAs on the equilibrium network path which exclude other

countries. Countries exploit this opportunity because preferential access is more valuable when a country has

sole preferential access, which leads to the existence of rents. That countries exploit sequential BA formation

in response to the existence of rents also has two further implciations. First, even in the nonbargaining

environment used here, the largest country often manipulates the network path to its advantage because it

has the largest export market and can o�er the greatest preferential access. Sometimes this manipulation

comes at the expense of the other countries, yet it can also be consistent with BAs leading to a Pareto

superior outcome relative to their absence. Second, even though answering the strong building bloc�strong

stumbling bloc question depends on comparing the equilibrium outcome when only MFN agreements exist

with the equilibrium outcome when BAs also exist, the latter is essentially equivalent to the equilibrium

outcome when only BAs exist.

The cost of assuming countries are perfectly farsighted, in both the simultaneous and dynamic dimensions

of the model, is that agreements are assumed to be binding. To assume nonbinding agreements leads into

potential problems of cycles in sequential games, which are not observed in reality. While some reduced

form justi�cations were given for assuming binding agreements, there is clear scope for further structural

modeling.
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Appendix

A One period network dependent pro�ts

Let Ã2 =
(
Al
)2

+ (Am)
2

+ (As)
2
. Then πI,ji = 1

16

[(
Ai + τ

)2
+
(
Aj + τ

)2
+
(
Ak − 2τ

)2]
which reduces to

1
16

[
Ã2 + 2τ

(
Ai +Aj

)
− 4τAk + 6τ2

]
. Similarly, πHi = 1

16

[
Ã2 + 2τ

(
Aj +Ak

)
+ 2τ2

]
, πFTi = 1

16 Ã
2, πNi =

1
16

[
Ã2 + 4τAi − 4τ

(
Aj +Ak

)
+ 12τ2

]
, πK,ji = 1

16

[
Ã2 + 2τAi − 6τAj + 10τ2

]
, πOi = 1

16

[
Ã2 + 4τAi − 6τ

(
Aj +Ak

)
+ 22τ2

]
.

The common tari� and nonprohibitive tari� assumptions are analytically convenient. They imply the dif-

ference between any pair of one period pro�ts is independent of Ã2. Then, the di�erence also has a common

factor of τ . So, for example, πI,ji − πFTi ∝ Ai + Aj − 2Ak + 3τ . Since the proofs continually rely on lin-

ear combinations of di�erences in one period pro�ts, this simple proportionality representation is extremely

useful.

B Proofs

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Before beginning, the following lemma will be used throughout the proofs.

Lemma B.1. The union of consistent sets is consistent.

Proof. This is a known result. See Jackson (2008).�

For part a), suppose C (g) ⊆ T (g) with T (g) ∈ T (g). Take some T̂ (g) ∈ T (g), T̂ (g) 6= T (g). Since

there are only three players, conditions i) and ii) imply that T (g) is obtainable from any T̂ (g) by S and there

is no simultaneous farsighted improving path from T (g). This has two implications. First, the deviation by

S cannot be deterred. This implies T̂ (g) /∈ C (g). Second, the simultaneous farsighted improving path from

T̂ (g) to T (g) by S deters any obtainable deviation T̂ (g) from T (g). Thus, T (g) is a consistent set and, by

Lemma B.1, T (g) = C∗ (g).

Now, part b). Consider a farsightedly stable M . Suppose that for each network on the equilibrium path,

T (g) = C∗ (g). By de�nition, M induces a unique P (M, ∅) which is the unique FDNE.�

Proof of Proposition 4.1. All proofs of the FDNE will use backward induction to build up a farsightedly

stable proposal map. By Lemmas 3.2 and 2.1, C∗ (ij, ik) = (ij, ik, jk). Let C∗ (ij, ik) ∈ M . The remainder

of the proof consists of two cases.

First, let β < β̄FT−I (σ). Consider C (ij) and suppose C (ij) = T (ij). β < β̄FT−I (σ) implies each

insider wants to become the hub and, because of symmetry and Lemma 3.2, the outsider wants to form a
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BA yet is indi�erent to its partner. This has two implications. First, because of the outsiders indi�erence,

{(ij, ik) , (ij, jk)} ⊆ C (ij). Second, there is no farsighted improving path that could deter the deviation

from T (ij) = (ij) to T̂ (ij) = (ij, ik) or T̂ (ij) = (ij, jk) which implies (ij) /∈ C (ij). Thus, by Lemma B.1,

C∗ (ij) = {(ij, ik) , (ij, jk)}. Let C (ij) ∈M for some C (ij) ∈ C∗ (ij). The following assumption will be used

now and throughout the proofs.

Assumption 1. When C∗ (∅) is not a singleton, each country believes each T (g) ∈ C∗ (∅) is equally likely

to arise in equilibrium.

Now consider C (∅) and suppose C (∅) = T (∅). Let T (∅) = (ij), T̂ (∅) = (∅) and S = ij. Then, under As-

sumption 1, P (M, (∅)) �S P
(
M̂, (∅)

)
if 2

3f1 (σ)+ 1
3f2 (σ) > 0 where f1 (σ) =

(
πI,ji + 1

2β
(
πHi + πK,ki

)
+ β2

1−βπ
FT
i

)
−

1
1−βπ

N
i and f2 (σ) =

(
πOi + βπK,ki + β2

1−βπ
FT
i

)
− 1

1−βπ
N
i . Algebra reveals

2
3f1 (σ)+ 1

3f2 (σ) > 0 holds. Again,

because countries are symmetric, an insider is indi�erent to its partner implying i){(ij) , (ik) , (jk)} ⊆ C (∅)

and ii) there is no simultaneous farsighted improving path that could deter the deviation from T̂ (∅) = (∅) to

T (∅) = (ij) implying that (∅) /∈ C (∅). Thus, by Lemma B.1, C∗ (∅) = {(ij) , (ik) , (jk)}. Therefore, letting

C (ij) ∈M for some C (ij) ∈ C∗ (ij), the set of FDNE is the set of paths to free trade when β < β̄FT−I (σ).

Now let β ≥ β̄FT−I (σ). Unlike earlier, β ≥ β̄FT−I (σ) implies both insiders prefer to remain insiders.

Thus, by Lemma 2.1, C∗ (ij) = (ij). Let C∗ (ij) ∈M . For C∗ (∅), the same argument follows as for the case

of β < β̄FT−I (σ), except that f1 (σ) = 1
1−β

(
πI,ji − πNi

)
and f2 (σ) = 1

1−β
(
πOi − πNi

)
. Therefore, the set of

FDNE is the set of insider�outsider networks when β ≥ β̄FT−I (σ).�

Proof of Proposition 4.2. By Lemma 4.1, C∗ (ij, jk) = (ij, ik, jk) so let C∗ (ij, jk) ∈ M . The following

lemma will prove useful now and later.

Lemma B.2. Suppose β ∈ (0, 1). Also suppose i and k as well as j and k are similar where Ai > Aj.

Then, C∗ (ij) = T (ij) if β ∈
[
β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) , β̄FT−Ij,i (σ)

)
. Otherwise, C∗ (ij) = (ij) for β ≥ β̄FT−Ij,i (σ) and

C∗ (ij) = (ij, ik) for β < β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) . Moreover, β ≥ β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) implies πI,ji − πFTi = πI,ij − πFTj > 0.

Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 2.1, C∗ (ij, ik) = (ij, ik, jk). Letting Ai > Aj implies, by simple algebra,

β̄FT−Ij,i (σ) > β̄FT−Ii,j (σ). Lemma 2.1 then implies C∗ (ij) = (ij) for β ≥ β̄FT−Ij,i (σ), and using Lemmas 4.1,

C∗ (ij) = (ij, ik) for β < β̄FT−Ii,j (σ).

For β ∈
[
β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) , β̄FT−Ij,i (σ)

)
, it must be shown that for each obtainable deviation from any T (ij) ∈

T (ij) by S, there is a simultaneous farsighted improving path that deters some i ∈ S. Let T0 (ij) →S1

T1 (ij) → ... →SK
TK (ij) denote a simultaneous farsighted improving path. First, take T (ij) = (ij).

T̂ (ij) = (ij, ik) is obtainable by ik, but (ij, ik) →i (ij) deters i and k. T̂ (ij) = (ij, jk) is obtainable by

jk but (ij, jk) →ik (ij, ik) deters j. Second, take T (ij) = (ij, ik). T̂ (ij) = (ij) is obtainable yet not
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preferred by k and obtainable by i yet (ij) →jk (ij, jk) deters i. T̂ (ij) = (ij, jk) is obtainable by jk but

(ij, jk)→ik (ij, ik) deters j. Third, take T (ij) = (ij, jk). T̂ (ij) = (ij) is obtainable but not preferred by j

or k. T̂ (ij) = (ij, ik) is obtainable by ik but (ij, ik)→i (ij) deters k.

Finally, by equation (1), β ≥ β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) and β < 1 implies πI,ji > πFTi and it is easily veri�ed that

πI,ji − πFTi = πI,ij − πFTj .�

The following remark will also prove useful going forward.

Remark B.1. πHi > πI,ji > πI,ki > πK,ki > πOi where Aj > Ak

First, consider the case of β ≥ β̄FT−Im,l (σ). In general, Lemma B.2 gives C∗ (ij) = (ij) and here C∗ (ml) =

(ml). Let C∗ (ij) ∈ M . By de�nition of β ≥ β̄FT−Im,l (σ) and Remark B.1, Lemma 2.1 implies C∗ (∅) = (ml).

Letting C∗ (∅) ∈M , the unique FDNE is (ml) for β ≥ β̄FT−Im,l (σ).

Second, consider the case of β ∈
[
β̄FT−Il,m (σ) , β̄FT−Im,l (σ)

)
. By Lemma B.2, C∗ (ml) = T (ml) so let

C∗ (ml) ∈ M . Simple algebra reveals β̄FT−Im,l (σ) < β̄FT−Im,s (σ) < β̄FT−Is,m (σ) implying C∗ (sm) = (sm,ml)

by Lemma B.2. But, β̄FT−Il,s (σ) >< β̄
FT−I
m,l (σ) implies, by Lemma B.2, C∗ (sl) = T (sl) or C∗ (sl) = (sl,ml).

Nevertheless, it will now be shown that, under Assumption 1, m and l prefer T (∅) = (ml) over any other

T̂ (∅) ∈ T (∅). Thus, by Lemma 2.1, C∗ (∅) = (ml).

Let C∗ (sm) ∈M and C∗ (sl) ∈M . Then, by Remark B.1, it must be shown that P (M, ∅) �ml P
(
M̂, ∅

)
where T (∅) = (ml) and T̂ (∅) ∈ {(sl) , (sm) , (∅)}. For m and l with respect to, respectively, T̂ (∅) = (sl) and

T̂ (∅) = (sm), this follows from πI,ji > πI,si > πFTi > πOi . For m and l with respect to, respectively, T̂ (∅) =

(sl) and T̂ (∅) = (sm), the following condition is necessary for i = l and su�cient for i = m under Assumption

1: fi (σ) = (1− β)
(
πI,ji − π

I,s
i

)
+ 1

3β (1− β)
[(
πI,ji − πHi

)
+
(
πK,si − πHi

)]
+ 1

3β
2
(
πI,ji − πFTi

)
> 0. This

reduces to fi (σ) = 1
3

(
πI,ji − πFTi

)
> 0. Finally, letting T̂ (∅) = (∅), fm (σ) > 0 and β < β̄FT−Im,s (σ)

imply P (M, ∅) �i P
(
M̂, ∅

)
for i = m while it is assumed to hold for i = l.24 Therefore, by Lemma

2.1, C∗ (∅) = (ml). Letting C∗ (∅) ∈ M , the set of FDNE is {(ml) , (ml, sl, sm) , (ml, sm, sl)} for β ∈[
β̄FT−Il,m (σ) , β̄FT−Im,l (σ)

)
.

Now consider the third, and last, case of β < β̄FT−Il,m (σ). Simple algebra shows β < β̄FT−Il,m (σ) implies

β ≤ β̄FT−Ii,j (σ) for any i, j. Thus, by Lemma B.2, C∗ (ij) = (ij, ik) where Ai > Aj for any i, j. Letting

C∗ (ij) ∈ M , free trade will be attained from any insider�outsider network. By Remark B.1, i) l prefers

T (∅) = (ml) over T (∅) = (sl) over T (∅) = (sm), ii) with some additional simple algebra, s prefers T (∅) =

(sl) over T (∅) = (sm) over T (∅) = (ml) and iii) m prefers T (∅) = (ml) over T (∅) = (sl). Then, letting

T (∅) = (ml) and T̂ (∅) = (sm), P (M, ∅) �m P
(
M̂, ∅

)
if fm (σ) =

(
πI,lm − πI,sm

)
+ β

1−β
(
πK,sm − πHm

)
> 0

24While β < β̄FT−Im,s (σ) implies that m prefers T (∅) = (sm) over T̂ (∅) = (∅), πFTl
>
<
πNl implies it is possible that l prefers

T (∅) = (ml) over T (∅) = (∅) even when β < β̄FT−Il,m (σ). Since the range of the parameter space for which this is occurs is very

small (need τ / .1, αls ' 2.6− 4τ , αms / 1.2− .5τ), this case will be ignored.
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which reduces to β < β̄m (σ) ≡ πI,l
m −π

I,s
m

πH
m−π

K,s
m

. Thus, Lemma 2.1 implies C∗ (∅) = (ml) for β < β̄m (σ) and, letting

C∗ (∅) ∈M , the unique FDNE is (ml, sl, sm). The following lemma will prove useful in considering the case

of β ∈
[
β̄m (σ) , β̄FT−Il,m (σ)

)
which will complete the proof.

Lemma B.3. Given M , suppose each country has a di�erent �rst and second preference over T (∅) where

its �rst two preferences involve itself as an insider. In addition, if for each i, P (M, ∅) �i P
(
M̂, ∅

)
where

T (∅) = (∅) and T̂ (∅) = (jk), then C∗ (∅) = T (∅). Otherwise, C∗ (∅) = T (∅) \ (∅).

Proof. Suppose C (∅) = T (∅). Take T (∅) = (ij) as i's �rst preference and, to avoid the case of Lemma

2.1, j's second preference. Using the notation from the proof of Lemma B.2, T̂ (∅) = (ik) is obtainable by

ik, but (ik)→ij (ij) deters i and k. T̂ (∅) = (jk) is obtainable by jk, but (jk)→ik (ik) deters j. T̂ (∅) = (∅)

is obtainable by i or j but (∅) →jk (jk) deters i and (∅) →ik (ik) deters j. Thus, (ij) ∈ C (∅) and, by

symmetry and Lemma B.1, T (∅) \ (∅) ⊆ C (∅).

Now suppose, for each i, P (M, ∅) �i P
(
M̂, ∅

)
where T (∅) = (∅) and T̂ (∅) = (jk). Then for each

T̃ (∅) = (ij) obtainable from T (∅) by S = ij, (ij) →jk (jk) deters i. Thus, by Lemma B.1, T (∅) = C∗ (∅).

Otherwise, for some i, T̃ (∅) = (ij) is obtainable from T (∅) = (∅) by S = ij but no simultaneous farsighted

improving path deters i. Thus, by Lemma B.1, T (∅) \ (∅) = C∗ (∅).�

To apply Lemma B.3 for β ∈
[
β̄m (σ) , β̄FT−Il,m (σ)

)
, it is su�cient to show that P (M, ∅) �i P

(
M̂, ∅

)
for i = s,m, l where T̂ (∅) = (∅) and T (∅) = (sm) for i = s, T (∅) = (ml) for i = m, T (∅) = (sl) for

i = l. For i = s,m, this can be shown to hold numerically for β < β̄FT−Im,l (σ) while for l it is assumed.25

However, whether C∗ (∅) = T (∅) or C∗ (∅) = T (∅) \ (∅) depends on σ. Thus the set of FDNE when

β ∈
[
β̄m (σ) , β̄FT−Il,m (σ)

)
is PFDNE = {(sm,ml, sl) , (sl,ml, sm) , (ml, sl, sm)} or PFDNE ∪ (∅). Finally, it

is useful to record the following remark the �rst part of which was just used and the second part of which

follows from simple algebra.

Remark B.2. m prefers the dynamic path (ml, sl, sm) over (∅). This implies s prefers the dynamic path

(ml, sl, sm) over (∅).�

Proof of Proposition 4.3. By Proposition 4.2, the commitment problem can be overcome when β >

β̄FT−Im,l (σ) and this is when BAs are stumbling blocs. Thus, the proof rests on showing
∂β̄FT−I

m,l (σ)

∂αms
< 0 and

∂β̄FT−I
m,l (σ)

∂αls
< 0. This follows from inspection since β̄FT−Im,l (σ) ≡ πH

m−π
I,l
m

πH
m−πFT

m
= 3−αms−2τ

1+αls+τ .�

Proof of Proposition 4.4. s and l are the only countries who are not similar. By Lemmas 4.1 and

2.1, C∗ (ij, jk) = (ij, ik, jk) except for (ij, jk) ∈ {(sm,ml) , (ml, sm)} in which case C∗ (ij, ik) = (ij, ik).

In either case, let C∗ (ij, jk) ∈ M . Lemmas 3.1 and 2.1 imply C∗ (sm) = (sm,ml). Lemma B.2 gives

25Again, this assumption is only violated for a very small section of the parameter space and thus will be ignored.
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C∗ (sl). By Lemma 2.1, using Lemmas 4.1 and 3.1, C∗ (ml) = (ml, sl) if β < β̄FT−K (σ) . It is trivial that

C∗ (ml) = (ml, sm) for β ≥ β̄FT−K (σ). In any case, let C∗ (ij) ∈M .

C∗ (∅) remains to be determined. First, consider the critical values β̄s (σ) and β̄m (σ). Suppose P (M, ∅) �i

P
(
M̂, ∅

)
for i = s,m where T (∅) = (ml) and T̂ (∅) = (sm). This requires4s (β, σ) = (1− β)

(
πOs − πI,ms

)
+

β (1− β)
(
πK,ms − πK,ls

)
+β2

(
πFTs − πK,ls

)
> 0 and4m (β, σ) = (1− β)

(
πI,lm − πI,sm

)
+β (1− β)

(
πK,sm − πHm

)
+

β2
(
πFTm − πHm

)
> 0. Implicitly, these reduce to β > β̄s (σ) and β < β̄m (σ) respectively. The following as-

sumption will be used as a baseline in proceeding. Violations of this assumption occur in a small section of

the parameter space and do not substantively a�ect the analysis; the implications of such violations will be

noted.

Assumption 2. Assume that i) C∗ (sl) = (sl) and C∗ (sl) ∈ M and ii) P (M0, ∅) �l P (M2, ∅) and

P (M1, ∅) �l P (M2, ∅) where T0 (∅) = (ml), T1 (∅) = (sl) and T2 (∅) = (∅).

Suppose β < min
(
β̄m (σ) , β̄min (σ)

)
. Remarks B.1 and B.2 imply m's �rst preference is T (∅) = (ml).

Independent of C∗ (sl), simple algebra shows l prefers T (∅) = (sl) over T̂ (∅) = (sm). Remark B.1 then

implies l's �rst and second preferences are, respectively, T (∅) = (ml) and T (∅) = (sl). Thus, Lemma 2.1

implies C∗ (∅) = (ml) and, letting C∗ (∅) ∈M , the unique FDNE is (ml, sl, sm).

Under Assumption 2, the following lemma will prove C∗ (∅) = (ml) for β ∈
(
β̄s (σ) , β̄min (σ)

)
. Essentially,

it provides conditions under which countries i and j can �force� k to form a link with i.

Lemma B.4. Suppose there are three players. Given T (g) and some M , suppose that i) T0 (g) is i's �rst

preference and j's second preference and vice versa for T1 (g) where T1 (g) = g or T1 (g) = (g, ij) and ii) k

prefers T0 (g) over T1 (g) and T0 (g) is obtainable from T1 (g) by S0 = ik. Then, C∗ (g) = T0 (g).

Proof. Suppose C (g) = T (g). To avoid Lemma 2.1, assume that P (M2, g) �k P (M0, g) for some

T2 (g) ∈ T (g). First, consider any T2 (g) ∈ T (g) \ {T0 (g) , T1 (g)}. By conditions i) and ii), the deviation

to T1 (g) by S1 = ij is obtainable and the only simultaneous farsighted improving path is T1 (g)→ik T0 (g)

which does not deter S1. Thus, T2 (g) /∈ C (g). Second, consider T1 (g). By conditions i) and ii), T0 (g)

is obtainable from T1 (g) by S0 = ik and preferred by S0. Moreover, there is no simultaneous farsighted

improving path from T0 (g). Thus, T1 (g) /∈ C (g). Finally, consider T0 (g). Take any obtainable T̂ (g) by

Ŝ. If T̂ (g) = T1 (g), condition i) implies T1 (g) →ik T0 (g) deters Ŝ. Otherwise, T̂ (g) →ij T1 (g) →ik T0 (g)

deters Ŝ by conditions i) and ii). Therefore, by Lemma B.1, C∗ (g) = T0 (g).�

Under Assumption 2, Lemma B.4 can be applied for β ∈
(
β̄s (σ) , β̄min (σ)

)
because, with respect to

T (∅), three things are true given M . First, the �rst and second preferences of s are T1 (∅) = (sl) and

T0 (∅) = (ml) respectively. This follows from Remark B.1, simple algebra and the fact that it can be shown
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numerically that s prefers T2 (∅) = (sm) over T3 (∅) = (∅) for β < β̄min (σ). Second, by Remark B.1 as well

as simple algebra which shows l prefers T1 (∅) = (sl) over T3 (∅) = (sm), l's �rst and second preferences

are, respectively, T0 (∅) = (ml) and T1 (∅) = (sl). Third, by Remark B.1, m prefers T0 (∅) = (ml) over

T1 (∅) = (sl). Therefore, C∗ (∅) = (ml) for β ∈
(
β̄s (σ) , β̄min (σ)

)
and, letting C∗ (∅) ∈M , the unique FDNE

is (ml, sl, sm).

The use of Lemma 2.1 in the case of β < min
(
β̄m (σ) , β̄min (σ)

)
and Lemma B.4 in the case of β ∈(

β̄s (σ) , β̄min (σ)
)
are sensitive to Assumption 2 ii). When l prefers T (∅) = (∅) over T̂ (∅) = (ml) there may

be multiple equilibria stemming from C∗ (∅) not being a singleton. Nevertheless (ml, sl, sm) is an FDNE

except if Assumption 2 is violated and the �rst preference of both l and s is T (∅) = (sl). In this case,

Lemma 2.1 implies C∗ (∅) = (sl) and the set of FDNE are {(sl) , (sl,ml, sm) , (sl, sm,ml)}.

Under Assumption 2, and given what has been shown already, it follows that Lemma B.3 can be applied

to determine the set C∗ (∅) for β ∈
(
β̄m (σ) , β̄s (σ)

)
. Thus, free trade results in the FDNE conditional

on T (∅) = (sl) or T (∅) = (ml). Again the use of Lemma B.3 is somewhat sensitive to Assumption

2. When l prefers T (∅) = (∅) over T̂ (∅) = (ml), C∗ (∅) = T ∗ (∅) or C∗ (∅) = T ∗ (∅) \ (∅) except when

Assumption 2 i) is violated. Here, it is possible for C∗ (∅) = (sl) in which case the set of FDNE is, again,

{(sl) , (sl,ml, sm) , (sl, sm,ml)}.�

Proof of Proposition 4.5. Let l > s denote that l and s are not similar. Since
∂β̄FT−I

m,l (σ)

∂αms
=

3−β̄FT−I
m,l (σ)

πH
m−π

I,l
m

> 0,

let ᾱms = 1 upon which β̄FT−Im,l (ᾱms, ᾱls, τ) = 1
2 . It needs to now be shown that β̄min (σ̂) ≥ 1

2 for any

σ̂ satisfying l ≈ m, m ≈ s and l > s, i.e αls ∈ [3− 5τ, 3− 2τ) and αms ∈
[
1 + 6−c

3 τ, 3− 5τ
)
where

the parametrization αls = 3 − cτ for c ∈ (2, 5] is being used. First, consider β̄FT−K (σ) =
πH
l −π

K,s
l

πH
l −π

FT
l

=

−αls+4+αms−4τ
αms+1+τ ∈ (0, 1]. This is minimized for σ̃ =

(
1 + 1

3τ, 3− 2τ, τ
)
and τ = 1

3 implying β̄FT−K (σ̃) = 13
22 >

1
2 as required. Second, consider β̄FT−Is,l (σ) =

πH
s −π

I,L
s

πH
s −πFT

s
= −1+3αms−2τ

αms+αls+τ . To ensure l ≈ m, this can be written

as β̄FT−Is,l (σ) =
−1+3(1+ 6−c

3 τ)−2τ

(1+ 6−c
3 τ)+(3−cτ)+τ

= 2+4τ−cτ
4+3τ− 4

3 τ
where

∂β̄FT−I
s,l (σ)

∂c
>
<0 as β̄FT−Is,l (σ) ><

3
4 . Simple algebra shows

β̄FT−Is,l (σ) = 2+4τ−cτ
4+3τ− 4

3 τ
< 3

4 so
∂β̄FT−I

s,l (σ)

∂c < 0. Thus, subject to l ≈ m, β̄FT−Is,l (σ) is minimized for c = 5; i.e.

for αls = ᾱls. Therefore, since β̄FT−Is,l (σ) > β̄FT−Im,l (σ), it follows that β̄FT−Is,l (σ̂) ≥ β̄FT−Is,l (ᾱms, ᾱls, τ) >

β̄FT−Im,l (ᾱms, ᾱls, τ) = 1
2 for any σ̂ as required.

For the second part of the proposition, direct inspection reveals
∂β̄FT−I

s,l (σ)

∂αls
< 0 and ∂β̄FT−K(σ)

∂αls
> 0.

Additionally, ∂β̄
FT−K(σ)
∂αms

= 1−β̄FT−K(σ)

πH
l −π

FT
l

> 0 because, by construction, l > s implies β̄FT−K (σ) < 1. Finally,

∂β̄FT−I
s,l (σ)

∂αms
=

3−β̄FT−I
s,l (σ)

πH
s −π

I,l
s

> 0 for β̄FT−Is,l (σ) < 1. �

Proof of Proposition 4.6. C∗ (ij, jk) and C∗ (ij) are as described in the proof of Proposition 4.4, noting

that β > β̄min (σ). In any case, let C∗ (ij, jk) ∈M and C∗ (ij) ∈M . Yet to be determined is C∗ (∅).

For now, assume αls < 3 − 3τ so that πI,sl > πNl . First, consider the case of β̄
min (σ) = β̄FT−Is,l (σ). To
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begin, some critical values will be determined. De�ne Tij (∅) = (ij) and T∅ (∅) = ∅ so that, for example,

Mij denotes that the proposal map contains Tij (∅). If β > β̄FT−K (σ), P (Msl, ∅) �l P (Mml, ∅) requires

(1− β)
(
πI,sl − π

I,m
l

)
+β
(
πI,sl − π

K,s
l

)
> 0 which reduces to β̄l (σ) >

πI,m
l −πI,s

l

πI,m
l −πK,s

l

. However, if β < β̄FT−K (σ)

then P (Msl, ∅) �l P (Mml, ∅) requires (1− β)
(
πI,sl − π

I,m
l

)
+β (1− β)

(
πI,sl − πHl

)
+β2

(
πI,sl − πFTl

)
> 0

which implicitly reduces to β > β̄l (σ). Finally, note that i) Tsl (∅) is the �rst preference of s by Lemma B.2,

Remark B.1, πFTs > πK,js and πI,sl > πNl , ii) Tml (∅) is the second preference of s when β > β̄s (σ) and iii)

Tsl (∅) or Tml (∅) is l's �rst preference, and the other its second, as determined by β̄l (σ) <> β̄
FT−K (σ) given

Assumption 2 and Remark B.1.

Thus, by Lemma 2.1, C∗ (∅) = (sl) for β ∈
(
max

{
β̄FT−Is,l (σ) , β̄l (σ)

}
, 1
)
and, by letting C∗ (∅) ∈ M ,

the unique FDNE is (sl). For β ∈
(
max

{
β̄FT−Is,l (σ) , β̄s (σ)

}
, β̄l (σ)

)
, C∗ (∅) = (ml) by Lemma 2.1 when

β̄l (σ) > β̄FT−K (σ) and by Lemma B.4 when β̄l (σ) < β̄FT−K (σ) and β > β̄s (σ). Then, letting C∗ (∅) ∈M ,

(ml, sm) is unique for β > β̄FT−K (∅) and (ml, sm, sl) is unique for β ≤ β̄FT−K (∅) as long as β̄FT−Is,l (σ) >

β̄s (σ). When this last condition does not hold, the analysis from Proposition 4.4 for β ∈
(
β̄m (σ) , β̄s (σ)

)
applies.

Now, consider the second case of β̄min (σ) = β̄FT−K (σ). Given what has been shown already, two

implications follow from Lemma 2.1. First, C∗ (∅) = (ml) for β ∈
(
β̄FT−K (σ) , β̄l (σ)

)
and, by letting

C∗ (∅) ∈ M , (ml, sm) is unique. Second, C∗ (∅) = (sl) for β ∈
(
β̄l (σ) , 1

)
and, by letting C∗ (∅) ∈ M , the

unique FDNE is (sl).

Now, assume αls > 3− 3τ so that P (M∅, ∅) �l P (Msl, ∅) and note P (Msm, ∅) �s P (M∅, ∅) reduces to

β > β̄1 (σ) =
πI,m
s −πN

s

πI,m
s −πK,l

s
. Since it can be shown that β̄1 (σ) > max

(
β̄min (σ) , β̄l (σ)

)
, then β > β̄1 (σ) implies

T (∅) = (∅) is l's �rst preference with respect to T (∅) = (∅). β > β̄1 (σ) also implies that, respectively,

T (∅) = (sl) and T (∅) = (∅) are s's �rst and second preference. It is then simple to show that, regardless

of whether T (∅) = (sl) is l's second or third preference, Lemma B.4 can be applied. Thus, C∗ (∅) = (∅) for

β > β̄1 (σ) and, letting C∗ (∅) ∈M , the unique FDNE is (∅). For β̄1 (σ) < max
(
β̄min (σ) , β̄l (σ)

)
it is simple

to show that the same results apply as for the case of αls < 3− 3τ with one exception � when C∗ (∅) = (sl)

for αls < 3− 3τ , now C∗ (∅) = T (∅).�

Proof of Proposition 5.1. The largest consistent set under the bilateralism and pure bilateralism games

will be denoted C∗MFN (g) and C∗ (g). T MFN (g) and T (g) are similarly denoted. For the second part

of the proposition, it needs to be shown that C∗ (g) ⊆ C∗MFN (g)∀g ∈ G. Thus, for each T (g) ∈ C∗ (g),

obtainable deviations to each T̂ (g) ∈ T MFN (g) \ T (g) must be deterred. The �rst part of the proposition

will be proved along the way with the relevant FDNE being (∅), (sl), (ml), (ml, sm) and (ml, sl, sm). Before

beginning, note that Lemma 2.1 still applies when MFN agreements are allowed since it merely depends

upon T (g) being obtainable from any T̂ (g) by S which remains true.
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First, consider C∗ (ij, jk). T (ij, jk) = T MFN (ij, jk) implies C∗ (ij, jk) = C∗MFN (ij, jk). Second,

consider C∗ (ij) noting that T MFN (ij) = T (ij) ∪ (ijk)
MFN

. For (ij) ∈ C∗ (ij), Lemma B.2 implies the

deviation to T (ij) = (ijk)
MFN

by S = ijk is not preferred by the larger insider i. Thus, (ijk)
MFN →i (ij)

deters S. For (ij, ik) ∈ C∗ (ij), the deviation to T (ij) = (ijk)
MFN

by S is not preferred by the hub

because πHi > πFTi . Thus, (ijk)
MFN →i (ij) →ik (ij, ik) deters S. Therefore, C∗ (ij) ⊆ C∗MFN (ij).

Moreover, by Lemma B.2, Lemma 2.1 implies C∗ (ij) = C∗MFN (ij) when C∗ (ij) = (ij). It is also true that

C∗ (ij) = C∗MFN (ij) when C∗ (ij) = (ij, ik). This follows from three facts. First, the same logic by which

T (ij) /∈ C∗ (ij) for T (ij) 6= (ij, ik) still applies for T (ij) /∈ C∗MFN (ij). Second, the obtainable deviation

from T (ij) = (ij, ik) to T̂ (ij) = (ijk)
MFN

by S is deterred by (ijk)
MFN →i (ij) →ik (ij, ik). Third,

take T (ij) = (ijk)
MFN

and consider the obtainable deviation by i to T (ij) = (ij). The only simultaneous

farsighted improving path is (ij)→ik (ij, ik) which does not deter i and thus implies (ijk)
MFN

/∈ C∗MFN (ij).

Now consider C∗ (∅) noting that T MFN (∅) = T (ij) ∪
{

(ij)
MFN

, (ik)
MFN

, (jk)
MFN

, (ijk)
MFN

}
and

that C∗MFN
(

(ij)
MFN

)
= (ij)

MFN
because MπOi > πFTi where the superscript M indicates the presence

of an MFN agreement. Also note the following. First, under Assumption 2, the proofs of Propositions

4.2, 4.4 and 4.6 showed that when C∗ (∅) is not a singleton, (ml, sm, sl) is an FDNE. In these cases, by

construction of β̄m (σ) and β̄s (σ), T (∅) = (ml) is preferred over T (∅) = (sm) by m and s. Second, by

Remark B.1, T (∅) = (sl) is also preferred over T (∅) = (ml) by s. Third, by Remark B.2 and Assumption

2, m and l prefer T (∅) = (ml) over T̂ (∅) = (∅). Fourth, πNi > MπI,ji for Ai > Aj . Given all of this,

de�ne the following simultaneous farsighted improving paths. Let PFl be gMFN →l (∅) →ml (ml) where

gMFN ∈
{

(sl)
MFN

, (ml)
MFN

, (sml)
MFN

}
. Let PFm be (sm)

MFN →m (∅) →ml (ml). Then, as relevant,

and with one exception, PFl or PFm deters the obtainable deviation from T (∅) ∈ C∗ (∅) to T̂ (∅) = gMFN by

S. The exception is for the obtainable deviation from T (∅) = (sl) to T̂ (∅) = (ml)
MFN

by S = ml. Then,

(ml)
MFN →l (∅)→sl (sl) deters S. Therefore, C∗ (∅) ⊆ C∗MFN (∅).

The insiders, if they are to remain so, prefer (ij) = C∗ (∅) over any MFN agreement involving themselves

because of Lemma B.2 and πI,ji > MπI,ji . Thus, although Lemma 2.1 does not strictly apply because

MπOi > πI,ji , the fact that T (∅) = (jk)
MFN

is not obtainable by i makes it trivial that C∗ (∅) = C∗MFN (∅)

when C∗ (∅) = C∗ (ij) = (ij). Under Assumption 2, the same is true for C∗ (∅) = (ml) when the unique

FDNE of the pure bilateralism game is (ml, sm) or (ml, sl, sm) when τ > τ . In the case of (ml, sl, sm) this

follows because m and l prefer the dynamic path (ml, sl, sm) over (sml)
MFN

. While for l this is true by

πHl > πI,ml > πFTl , it is true for m by de�nition of τ .

While Assumption 2 has been used repeatedly in this proof, it is not essential and it is straightforward,

although tedious, to work through the cases where Assumption 2 is violated.�

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let the superscript M with respect to π indicate pro�ts under the relevant
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MFN agreement noting that MπOi > πFTi > MπI,ji and, where Ai > Aj , πNi > MπI,ji . Then, by Lemma 2.1,

C∗MFN
(

(ij)
MFN

)
= (ij)

MFN
where T

(
(ij)

MFN
)

=
{

(ij)
MFN

, (ijk)
MFN

}
. Now consider C∗MFN (∅)

noting that T (∅) =
{

(ij)
MFN

, (ik)
MFN

, (jk)
MFN

, (ijk)
MFN

}
. Simple algebra shows that πFTi > πNi for

i = s,m while it is only true for i = l if αls < αms + 1− 3τ . Thus, there are two cases to consider. Initially,

suppose αls < αms+1−3τ . Then each country prefers T (∅) = (ijk)
MFN

over T̂ (∅) = (∅). However, Lemma

2.1 cannot be applied because MπOi > πFTi . Nevertheless, it is trivial to show that C∗MFN (∅) = (ijk)
MFN

because (jk)
MFN

is not obtainable by i. Thus, (ijk)
MFN

is the unique FDNE.

Now suppose αls ≥ αms + 1 − 3τ . Take any deviation from T (∅) = (∅) to T̂ (∅) = gMFN by S where

gMFN ∈ T (∅). Letting Ai > Aj > Ak, the only simultaneous farsighted improving path is gMFN →c (∅)

where c = i when i ∈ S and c = j otherwise. This deters S and implies (∅) ⊆ C∗MFN (∅). Since there

is no simultaneous farsighted improving path from T (∅) = (∅) and T (∅) = (∅) is obtainable from any

T (∅) = gMFN and improving for either i or j, then gMFN /∈ C∗MFN (∅). Thus, (∅) = C∗MFN (∅) and (∅) is

the unique FDNE.�

Proof of Proposition 5.3. Given Proposition 5.1, two things need to be shown. First, under the multi-

lateralism game, the interval [αms, ᾱms] over which free trade is initially attained must be i) nonempty and

ii) shrink as αls increases from 3 − 5τ − ε to 3 − 5τ , for some small ε > 0. Both follow directly from the

condition αls < αms + 1 − 3τ of Proposition 5.2. Second, holding β (and τ) �xed, the interval [αms, ᾱms]

over which free trade can be attained under the bilateralism game must become larger. By Proposition

5.1, Proposition 4.5 applies. Moreover, by Proposition 4.5 and the nontriviality condition, free trade can

be attained under the bilateralism game for any feasible αms when αls = 3− 5τ while the same is not true

when αls = 3− 5τ − ε. �

Proof of Proposition 5.4. This follows from Remark B.2 for m and s. For l, it follows from πHl > πI,ml >

max
(
πFTl , πNl

)
.�

Proof of Proposition 5.5. When BAs are weak stumbling blocs or strong stumbling blocs the relevant

unique FDNE of the bilateralism game are (sl), (ml), (ml, sm) and (∅). With respect to (sl) and (ml)

the claim of the proposition follows Lemma B.2 and πFTk > πNk . With respect to (ml, sm) it follows from

πHm > πI,lm > πFTm > πNm , π
I,m
l > πK,sl > πFTl , πFTl

<
>π

K,s
l and πFTs > max

(
πNs , π

K,l
s

)
> πOs . With respect

to (∅) it follows from Proposition 5.2. When BAs are weak building blocs the relevant unique FDNE is

(ml, sl, sm). The claim of the proposition then follows from πHl > πI,ml > πFTl , πI,lm > πFTm > πK,sm and

πFTs > πK,ms > πOs .�
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C Figures

Figure 1: Network positions

Figure 2: Commitment problem � symmetry

Figure 3: FDNE � symmetry

Figure 4: Commitment problem � similar countries

Figure 5: Multiple FDNE

Figure 6: FDNE � similar countries
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Figure 7: E�ect of asymmetry � similar countries

Figure 8: Commitment problem breakdown and e�ect of asymmetry

Figure 9: FDNE � commitment problem broken down
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Figure 10: Bilateralism vs multilateralism FDNE � similar countries

Figure 11: Bilateralism vs multilateralism FDNE � commitment problem breakdown
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Figure 12: Bilateralism vs multilateralism FDNE � commitment problem breakdown
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